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CHAPTER 0HE, VISPALISIIiG.

In this chapter, I wish to consider cose of the problems associated

with visualising. I will do so by discussing two articles on the subject,

one by J,h, Shorter entitled *Isagiaation* in mind (I9££)» and the other

a more recent treatment of the problem by Squires entitled

•Visualising*, I will suggest that neither of the accounts offered in these

articles is the correct one, and will go on to suggest an analysis which X

believe avoids the pitfalls which they encounter, while approximating to

what I modestly believe to be the truth.

When I come to discuss after linages in the second chapter, I will argue

that wo are really perceiving a physical object when we claim to sec an

after image ~ that physical object of which the after image is an image.

However when we ere dealing with visualising, this analysis is not open to

us. Frequently it would be impossible to produce any object which the person

who is visualising, could actually have been perceiving. And indeed often

the whole point in visualising something, is that it cannot at that time be
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sees, for if it could, there would bo so point in trying to vicuallco it,

and indeed if wo wcro actually soeing it, then there would bo logical

difficulties involved in also claiming to visualise it. And of course,

there is no conceptual problem involved in visualising something which we

night not have soon for years, and which indeed nay no longer eixist at the tine

when we visualiso It.

So it will not do to suggest that visualising is a form of perception.

Also, although it is a purely empirical matter, I imagine that a

physiologist would bo prepared to say that what goes on when we visualise,

is quite different fron what goes on when t70 perceive. Also, although

someone who visualises on object can te31 people what it loefee like, yet if

ho did not already know what it looked like, then he certainly could not

have found out by visualising it, m he could by pecesLving it. For how

would he know when lie had *got it right*? He may find that visualising

helps hi® to as it were, organise hie thoughts about the object, but if he

really docs not know what it looks like, then visualising cannot help him.

Lot us go on then, to amain© Squires' analysis. His positive suggestions

©re well summed up in tho concluding sentences of his article.

•Visualising then, is seeming to see something when it is not there, and

when there is nothing like it there which would account for our seeming to

see it, in the way a decoy duck would explain our seeming to see a duck.
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condition is that we should believe that we axe not actually seeing the thing,

otherwise we should not have distinguished visualising from hallucinating or

dreaming**

Squires' thesis is that visualising ie seeding to see something when it in not

titers. Someone who visualises seems to see what he visualises, and yet of course

we know he is not actually seeing anything at all. Since he is not seeing a seeming

object either, wo uust conclude that what lie is doing is seeising to oee. Visualising

then, is seeising to se , and in order to distinguish it fro,? hallucinating or dream*

ing, we add the proviso that one does not actually believe one is really seeing

anything, since people with hallucinations frequently dc believe they are actually

seeing something.

This account avoids? the difficulties of postulating imaginary or mental objects

which people who are visualising are supposed to see. Nothing, in this account,

is seen or *seen,* instead we rely on 'seeming to see* to explain what goes on. How

how is it to be justified? T»ell if I m visualising some object - perhaps the

cathedral, then it .-sakee sense to as:-, of s e the sorts of questions wo oxy ask of

someone who is actually seeing tite cathedral. I can tell you what colour I

visualise it, what shape, how far away it seeras, and so on. I can give a meticulous

description or even draw you a picture of it. But I cannot tell you what it tastes

or smells line, and so on. In short, the justification for saying that visualising

ie seeming to see, is that someone who visualises is able to give many of the

responses wliich are characteristic of someone who seee, and also that many of the
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sorts of questions wiiich would be inapplicable to seeing are also inapplicable

to visualising* What goes on when we visualise seems similar to what goes on

when we see, exoept of course that there is nothing present when we visualise, ao

there is when wo eee*

how let ug pause to consider what is meant by 'seems to see* ' If it is foggy

outside, .aid I am searching for a familiar land mark, I may say at oorae stage *1

seem to sec a cathedrals* ?;e can, I think, replace thio with the approximately

equivalent *there seems to be a cathedral over there.' This use of 'seems to see,'

is intended to allow the user to express doubt or uncertainty as to tl*e presence of

tiie cathedral*

However if I am asked to visualise the cathedral, and I say 'I seem to see a

cathedral' then it no longer seems plausible to replace this with 'there neons to

be a cathedral over there** We know perfectly well there is not, and this use of
• seems to see' does not appear to involve any reference to doubt or uncertainty* I

think what Squires taems by 'visualising is seening to see' is this second meaning

or use of 'seei.se to see,* where what is asserted is that something rather like ceoing

is going1 cr>.

I take it then, that 'someone who visualises seems to see' ic to be construed

not, as 'someone who visualise© believes he sees something, but is not sure' but

instead 'someone who visualises does something rather like seeing*• And of course

this ic booked up by reference to the similarities between someone who sees, and

co .eonc who visualises*
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The thesis which Squire# is defending then, ic that visualising is doing

some tiding like seeing, with the iiovieo added that of cc-ureo we do not actually

believe we are seeing, so that we ©an distinguish visualising from hallucinating.

How wiiat are we to. say of tliis? Well the first point to make ic that, as it stands,

this analysis does not offer a satisfactory means of dietinguiehiog visualising

from hallucinating, despite the Inclusion of the proviso about people's beliefs.

Certainly it is true that people who are visualizing know they axe not seeing anything.

This is because visualising ia quito diifero t from seeing - it involves an act

of will, whereas seeing does not. heeingn axe not doings, but visualisinge axe.

How bee.use of the nature of hallucinating, it is indeed true that frequently

people who suffer fron tills do believe they axe actually seeing things, though we

should want to say of the.., that they only think they axe seeing things, arid axe

actually seeing nothing. However it is also the case that hallucinations are

sometinea accompanied by no such beliefs; on the part of the sufferer# Certainly

it is not a necessary condition of having a hallucir. tion that one believes one ie

actually seeing anything. The medical researcher who administers a hallucinatory

drug to himself probably knows full well thai he is not actually seeing what he

seems to wee* at any rate he may well realise tide, even if he does not always

realise it.

Thus we meet conclude that on the basis of people's beliefs alone, about

whetiior they are really seeing anything or not, v/e cannot offer a proper distinction

between visualising and hallucination. It is an interesting ooaeequence of the

belief th tt we can, that we should be advancing the first philosophical theory with
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genuinely rsedioinal powers. For sine© visualising is a voluntary prooesa, and can

be terminated at will, all we have to do to relieve the drug addict of hit persistant

hallucinations, is to convince him that he is not really seeing anything at all, but

only see ing to see it. His symptoms will then become those of so eone who is

suffering only froa visualising, a far less virulent condition.

However although this is a real difficulty for the thesis m it stands, in

fact it can be avoided by air,ply pointing out that visualising c m be distinguished

from hallucination, by its involving an oot of will, by visualising being something

we do, which accounts for our belief that we are not actually seeing anything. If

I set out to visualise the cathedral, then I an hardly likely to mistake thie for

seeing tiie cathedral, which is not really something we can set out to do - tin ugh we

can set out to look at it. How c m thin distinction between visualising nd

hallucinating be incorporated into 'quire's analysis? I think the answer is that

it cannot, but let us examine his account further to see why not.

We have said that visualising involves an act of will - tliat visualising is

a doing. Tills needs to be expanded now. Strangely, for it contradicts his main

thesis. Squires raakee this very point when he saye in objection to ftyle's account

of visualising - 'a rehearsal, no lose than a play —- involves doing something#

— If visualising is ehaia - seeing, there is something which counts as the shamming*

(op-cit.) Shorter also maker? this point, that visualising is something we do. We

can further justify it by pointing out that visualising is eonstiling we can- do

quickly or slowly, accurately or in detail. We can b© ordered to do it ot to abstain
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from it, and can do it proficiently or badly. None of these are true of hallucinating,

and none are true of seeing, but all are characteristic of visualising.

Co wo can assert that whatever analysis we oome to give of it, this characteristic

of visualising will have to be accomodated if we are to claim to huve given a full

account, how can Squire's analysis accomodate this aspect of visualising? We have

seen that tie argues that visualising is seeming to see. So it will follow that

seeming to eee will have to be comething we can do in the expounded sense of doing

eo ,etiling. But is it? I think the answer is that it is not, and this for twqfmain

reaecsie. The first is that visualising is doing something, while ♦seeming to -see*

is a phrase which does not denote an activity of the sort required. The second is

that even if we get rid of the objectionable ♦seeming to* element, and replace it

with an acceptable equivalent which avoids grammatical problems, still visualising

is just not like seeing. In short, we shall object to both the *seeming to' and the

•see' elements of the seeming to see analysis. Let us look at the first objection.

We are objecting that seeming to see is not the sort of thing you can do, in

tiio way that visualising is, because you cannot be ordered to seem to see, while

you can be ordered to visualise* Now, when smith gives a description of toe cathedral

such that it is as if tie were actually seeing it, we might say - *he seems to see it.'

However* tills is not to suggest that 'seems to see' is a compound term denoting eoiae

sort of activity called *eeerae-to-seeing.* If this were the c ue, 'he see s to see*

would be tiie tidrd person present tenee of the verb, to eeem-to-see, ouch that

people can set a-to-set?, juat as they can watch televi ion or play cricket.
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But now suppose we oee a group of people pi tying a game rather like cricket,

and I ask 'what are they playing?' and you reply 'well they eeom to be cricketing,

though I arc really not euro.* Now clearly thia is only to say they are doing

eoLiething like cricket, and >ot to rurno the activity *eee dng-oricketJUig' or

' seeMin^to-cxicket.' Of course we could invent ouch usage if we wished, such that

whenever people uay be said to sees t be doing none thing, we can nase the activity
• seeming-tc-x' ox- 'seeming-xlng.' But this involves difficulties of its own. hen

You suid they seeiad to be cricketing, you added - 'but I an not really sure.' But

now it will not be true, if »seeaing-to-be-crick©ting* denotes what we can see they

are doing, to say we are not sure whether they are or not. For what you were not

sure about was whether they were crioketirig, and not whether they nee; »d to be

cricketing. We isay s y that introducing this new usage then, is no help at all.

It seema to ;ae that Squires in involved in the sa e sort of nistake when he

represents 'oeoa to see* as an activity - and of course it has to be an activity

if it is to uccount for visualising adequately. Of eettree we must concede that it

is perfectly good gra .sir to nay of people who a. e visualising, that they seem to

see - even though we shall argue presently that it ic untrue to say thia# But we

must object to the sort of use of 'seem to see' which suggests it in to be taken as

the present tense of the verb 'seem-to-seeing.'

Squires cays it is the ultinate absurdity of the ;:ental itaage account, that

if it were true, there would be no visualising, v.e may observe that on the basis

of this objection, the e e !•, unfortunately true of his own analysis. For it will
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turn out to be the case, if we take 'seems-to-see' seriously, that what we had

formerly thought was evidence for visualising, namely the answers and responses

it shares in common with seeing, will now constitute the new activity of 'seem-to-

seeing. * People who before wenre imagined to be visualising, now appear to be

' seera-to-seeing.'

Perhaps we should taice this suggestion seriously - that visualising is seem-to-

seeing-that is, visualising iu just giving the answers etc. which constitute this

new activity called 'seem-to-seeing.• This is not as ridiculous as it seems, but

it is not what Squires would want to s ;y. For if this is what visualising is, then

we would no longer be able to say it was doing something like seeing - unless of

course we say that seeing is just doing this sort of thing as well, exoept that with

seeing, there actually is an object present which we are describing.

However this will not do, because we had already agreed that seeings are not

doings, while the sort of things that we are considering here, axe very much doings.

And anyway, I think we should say of someone who was engaged in these sorts of

activities, not that he was seeing, but that he was describing what he saw. And

I doubt if Squires would want to say that visualising was like describing, for we

can describe what we see, but we cannot visualise what we are also seeing.

I think then, that we must abandon the claim that visualising is seeming to see.

But perl laps we can alter the grammatical construction of this claim, while

maintaining intact its content - perhaps all we need is a more careful piece of

phraseology to extraot us from our- predicament. Y/e may try something like
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•viaudiring is doing aometiling like seeing, such that it may be said of one who is

visualising, that he oeeiae to see,' and where we go on to fill out the 'seems to see'

by reference to the apparent sialla<itiec between seeing and visualising, to

substantiate our analysis# However although I expect soraetiiing may be done in this

way, for the unhappy 'see ing to* element of the analysis, yet when wo go on to say

that visualising is something like seeing, even if it is not seening to . ee, we

are faced with our second, and I think f -tal, objection. Visualising is ..ust not

the sa-.io sort of thing at all as seeing,

liw; there are a number of unimportant die-similarities between visualising

and seeing, which need not concern us. Although there is nothing present which

is seen, when we visualise, and we cannot rsk friends for an opinion or use better

righting or glasses, and our eyes and vicual system are not in normal operation,

if they a„e operating at all, yet we can disregard these sort.; of dis-siailaritieo.

They exist alio in the o.ise of hallucination, and there we might be more inclined to

ray something like seeing was going on. It was never tiie intention of the 'seeming

to see' analysis to suggest tint there were no, or few, differences, between

visualising and seeing, but only th t, although they .re different, yet they are

conceptually similar - they be r the same logical form# Hone of the differences so

far mentioned disprove this thesis, any more than pointing to the figure a on th©

blackboard disproves the thesis that the same sort of thing is going on in the mental

ad written calcui tione,

however whereat this thesis ie not disproved by pointing to these sorts of

differences, there are a series of diifece ces, which completely wieok the theeis,
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that visualising resembles seeing* Vie have said that visualising is characteristically

the sort of thing we do - it involves an act Of will. Now this ia ju t not true

of seeing - we cannot be told to see something in detail, or quickly, though you

could look carefully or quickly. And you cannot see things easily or with difficulty,

though you may find then easily arid then look at them, nor can you see things in

colour or in black and white, though you con see coloured or black and white objects,
preulei«j

And it is previously this feature of visualising - th it it can be done in all these

ways, that distinguishes it from hallucinating, dreaming, and a number of other

forms of imagery.

Of course this ia not to say what visualising is - merely that its logical

statue is that of being the sort of activity it makes sense to talk of in these ways.

In as much as seeing, or, presumably, something like seeing, has a completely

different logic, I do not see how wo are to avoid abandoning Squires* analysis as

iiiisoonoeived. Certainly there is come truth in saying that visualising bears acne

resemblance to certain aspects of seeing. We can say wKat we have visualised, what

colour it was, and so on. However this only means that whatever analysis we do

finally accept will have to be one which can accomodate these aspects of visualising,

just as it must offer a proper account of the fact that visualising is doing something

in a way that seeing or hallucinating is not.

Thus I think the point has been reached at which we must finally abandon the

•seems to see' analysis. It is unsuitable both because * seeming to x* is not

something we do, aid because visualising and seeing are conceptually distinct and

uncimilar. Perh ps then, wo may say that visualising is doing something like looking,
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rather than seeing, in virtue of which we „uy ay that someone who visualises seems

to look at objects which in fact are not present. But tillr rill not do either, for

although looking is the sort of thing we ca do, it is not the ort of tiling we oan

do accurately, or in detail, or in black and white, fill of which can be said of

visualising. Tliie may be better than seeming to see, but it is not good enough.

Can we instead say 'visualising ie thinking ibcut how something looks?'

This ha ; the advantage, I tMnk, of being partly true - wo can think quickly or

slowly, and about how something looks. o can think about how it looks in detail,

and even perhaps accurately. But I do not think it ie plausible to say we think in

colour, though it doe; seer: that we may talk of visualising in colour, and even if

till8 thesis wore entirely true, still it would not be very enlightening, since the

concept of thinking is itself problematic, and wo would probably find that we had

to give an analysis of it in turn, in order to ex, lain visualising. And of course

if this is tiie e r e, then we ight as well stick at trying to explain 'visualiring.'

So let us novo on to the next section of our analysis, where wo shall consider

briefly, Shorter*e alternative auggeetions, in his article entitled - 'Imagination.'

Shorter argues that the nature of visualising is not to be explicated by an

analogy with anything like seeing, at all. It gets ue nowhe e to resort to talk

about mental If-ages, and it is not even illuminating to eug e t that visualising ie

so,.©tiling like seeing. When I visualise the cat edral, there ie no image involved

which I see, both because seeing ie not the sort of thing you can do, and because

what I visualise is the cathedral, arid not a , icture or image of it. Ju t as sorneone
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painting a picture of it, lg depicting the cathedral, and not a picture of the

cathedral, so it is a point about the logic of Visualise1 also, that what is involved

is the real cathedral, and not a picture of it.

lie argues that the logic of •depict* is to son® extent parallel to that of

•visualise,' and that if we pant an analogy for visualising, depicting is to be

preferred to seeing or 'seeing*. However this is not to say, of course, that

visualising is depicting} Shorter says that this is merely a useful guide to the sort

of thing visualising must be, and that we rattst not carry the analogy too far. If

asked directly what visualising is, he admitn he doea not know, except th it it is

perhaps what we do, when we do mental arithmetic or recall so ©one's face. Of course

this suggestion is no help at all. A .quire^a pointv cut, vie „:u gestc that

visualising is some sort of elusive proces. which sometimes accompanies other activities,

and sometimes not. For clearly we can do mental arithmetic without in any way

visualising, thus tho tvo cannot be identical, and if this is so, then we must amend

Iiis suggestion to read - •visualising is what sometimes accompanies mental arithmetic*

which is true, but les. than a revelation about the nature of visualising, for

several tilings sometimes accompany mental arithmetic, and without further guidance

we have no way of knowing which to identify as visualising.

ihorter's main contribution to our analysis of visualising, ie hi: insistence

that an analogy with seeing ie misconceived, and that depicting is more the sort of

tiling we want. Clearly there are good grounds for supposing that •visualising*

resembles 'depicting1 in its logic =1 framework. We o n be ordered to depict or to

abstain from it, to do it quickly or slowly, accurately or in detail. Vie can even
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depict something in colour, or in black and white, and we can do it successfully or

incompetently* We required that visualising be accounted for in terras of something

that involves an act of will, something tint could bo termed a 'doing,' and clearly

depicting is just such an activity.

But there are die-analogies too of course - or at least there a pears to be, -

for when I depict the cathedra.] on canvas, there is something to be identified as

the depiction - the canvas with the painting on it, while when I visualise it, there

is no depiction. Also when I depict normally, I use paint and brushes, or clay,

or charcoal, etc., while again this is not true of visualising. There are a number

of oilier die-analogies or apparent die-analogies, aluo which we shall examine

presently. However Shorter is sufficiently satisfied with a consideration of those

more obvious ones, to reject depicting as anything more than analogous to visualising.

Bow I want to argue that it is both misleading, and wrong, to suggest that

visualising is analogous to depicting. It is misleading because it lead uc to look

for so.-,jo sort of equivalent in the case of visualising, to the paintings or depictions

which often accompany depicting, and it is wrong because it eittbodioo a misconception

of the nature of depicting. Let us take the first ob ection first.

V/e have seen that due to the logical structure of 'visualising,' it haa been

suggested by Shorter that an illuminating analogy oan be found with 'depicting,'

Of course this does not commit him to identifying the two activities, but it does

leave it open to extend this analogy in what is, I think, a d mgerous direction.

And this is just what i-horter doer in the following passage.
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•bo can speak of a picture as a tiling, as when vie cay it in brightly coloured,

and do not it io a picture of something brightly coloured* Vso ray iy

•This (picture -) hand is delicately drawn* or •This (picture -) hand has blurred

edges.• and we do not ean that it is a picture of a hand with blurred edges* ——

It is a fairly well known fact that it is often difficult to visualise the f tees

of people wo know well* e can got so far —- but ti e features elude us. How

when people describe this, they tend to say tilings like 'I tried to visualise the

face, but all I got was a blur-. * — how we may ask 'what was a blur?* 'hat does

•his face* ofer to? It does not refer to the face we are trying to visualise, nor

do wo mean we visualise his f ce as blu.red* ■ The blur — is, so to speak, a

feature of the image in its own right.' (op. cit.)

How there certainly io a problem here for any analysis of visualising which

conceives of it as an activity of the sort of depicting. Clearly when we try to

visualise a face and get only a blur, v.e cannot say we are visualising a blur red

face. Also it does sake perfectly good sense to attribute properties to real

pictures in their own ri^ht as objects, independently of those we would say were

properties of what tiie picture 13 a picture of.

Given these two fete, one about visualising, the other about depictions of

the picture sort, it its practically inevitable that an analogy between visualising

and depicting will ooritinue their, as Shorter doer:. It is very inviting to suppose

that it raaites sense to answer the question 'what is a blur?* when we try to visualise

a f ce and get only a blur, with 'the image 4s what wa blux.ed.♦ And it is

previously because this is such an inviting answer in the circumstances, that I want

to say the analogy is a mini* iding one. But let uo take Shorter seriously for a
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moment, and examine his c:u, ostion more closely#

When I visualise a face and get only a blur, t en let us suppose I draw a

picture of the face as 1 visualise it, taring care to import into it, the degree

of blurrednesa, which it a characteristic of say triage if Shelter i correct. It

follows then that just as the nose I have painted represents the person*s nose, the

ears, Ms ears, and so on, so al o doe the blur in the painting represent the blur

in ay image. But not; what sense can we make of th. process of representation in

this sort of instance? How does thi blur represent that of ray image? Does it

look like it, or is it in the e-u ® place in the picture? Suppose I paint . colourful

picture. Could we say tiie colourfulne of the picture represents the colourfulneas

of ay image? What would count ar judging the degree of accuracy of this representation,

and wiiat as being .BLotaken in tills judge ent? Also if images are to be permitted

feature like colourfulnees and blurs, then presumably they enjoy the whole range of

properties which we attribute to real paintings. Just as I can have a square picture

of a tower, as well as a picture of a squire tower, so 1 will have to be able to have

a square im -ge, or a blue image, and so on. This i just like describing having

hallucinations in term?; of eeing a aeries of imaginary object1; - it in the classic

dualist fallacy of supposing there uet be inner processes to tatch outer ones like

wri ting or painting.

So if we tale horter's suggestion seriously, aiid we have a right to do so,

because he offered it as a solution tc a philosophical problem, then we cannot

consistently oppose all the other explanations in terms of seeming or imaginary or

mental objects to which we have objected. Indeed there is a problct for an analysis
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of visualising posed by the question 'What is a blur* when I try to visualise aid

cet only a blur?' but it is not resolved by any reactionary analyses in terras of

inner pictures and processes.

I iiave suggested that this error is likely to be made if we accept that

visualising and depicting are analogous activities* In fact* this mistake rests not

only on a 'mental pictures' concept of visualising, bat also on a isconcoption

about the true nature of depicting. Shorter uppe -re to oonceiv© a depicting as in

some way necessarily tied up with painting;r. and pictures, brushes and canvasses.

And if we think of producing likenesses as a neces ary condition of depicting,

then it is only too easy to @uppoc4e, given a readiness to accept inner process

accounts, that if visualising is doing something like depicting, it oust be doing

soraetiling like producing real likenesses. And producing mental likenesses la only

a misconception away froa doing something like producing real likenesses.

I want to argue t at restricting the concept of depicting to the production

of likenesses, is to entertain fax- too narrow and - ieleading an idea of depicting.

It is, I suggest a . .1stake to say that visualising is only something lik£ depicting,

because visualising is a perfectly good way of depleting, in Its own right. Certainly

it involves the production of no ihysical or mental likenesses, but there is no good

re .-on to suppose that such activities constitute a necessary condition for depicting,

though in some circumstancee they may be a sufficient condition.

Before arguing this claim on its own exits, it may be illuminating to consider

an analogous situation first - that of reading. Someone holding a book in Mb hands
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and speaking the words that are written on t!ie page before him, is reading* lie

can -end in a loud voice or a quiet Voice, he can articulate t e words clearly or

olux then, or pronounce them in a broad accent, but it will still be reading* Of

course we will not always say of someone looking at a book and speaking tli© words,

that he is reading* Perhaps we know he hae never learned to read and is in fact

merely pretending to read, leaving learned what the passage says from. 3oi©ono else and

committed it tc memory* We could not tell vunt from looking and listening of course,

if it was a case of reading or not, we should have to know about the persons abilities

- we have to know the contexttb see the action in order to know whit to call it*

Vie can find out if someone has read a book by asking him questions about it »

what the story was about, what sort of style it was written in, and so on* Even

if he has not understood what lie read, he can tell us why he failed to understand -

the words my have eon too big, the sentences too long, or the style confusing*

Being able to tell us these thing shows that he hue read the book, but failed to

understand it*

It is usually considered to be sufficient ground: for saying that someone is

reading, that we hear him saying the word .: aloud while looking at the book and

soa ning the page with his eyes* Of course, he nay bo pretending - he may have

iae. oriyed tlie page beforehand - but given that we know that he c m road, that he has

no otive for pretence, and that his ©yeeight is unaffected, wo have perfectly

g od grounds for believing that hi© la reading* Certainly we cc< e to understand the

ure of the word * reading' by observing people in tlie process of reading aloud, ,.nd

we learn to read by articulating each word as we cone to it*
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But now, suppose we give bo. ©one a book, opened at acne specific page, and

ask hisa to read that page, and suppose he does j o, but without uttering a word or

moving Ills iipe* Whoa ho lias finished, h© claims to have road the pogo, and can

answer questions ab<ut it; contents, and han ot re id it before or boon told of

its contents. Hex©, as before, we would be quite testified in saying tint he has

read, although no words havo been uttered, or any notions nad© with hi lips* But

what wo should not be notified in saying, is that lie has, done something like

reading the page, or analogous to reading the page, for this would bo to suggest

that lie did not actually o d it, but only did soraot dng like reading it.

shorter*e error at this point would be to say that since no speaking is

involved when someone reads to hioeelft then this is not actually reading, but

instead only soinething reoe .bling reading, perhaps oociplet© with an inner or cntal

vocal system to talc© the place of the real one in ♦real* re ding. This mental voice,

like tiio ; ental images in the case of visualising, will be attributed the sane sorts

of qualities of loudness, clarity of diction and accent which apply to our 'real'

voice, in the sum© way that properties of the sort possessed by real pictures wore

as igned tc :iental .mages to account for viouali -lng*

But now it io olo..ue that we s hould not say tint someone who © d to himself io

doing soiaetiling analogous to reading. Granted he i;< not epeaklng tlie word." aloud,

and neither are there any mental equivalents of t'© vocal system, nevertheless we

are ready to say of go; ©one who aits down with a book, and soane tho pages line

by line thile utterin^ no sound or making no lip ovomentn, iiiat lie io loading*

Similarly, I suspect, we are prepared to aay that someone*who doea eurac in Ms head
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rather tlian on paperf is doing arithmetic, ind not just soiaething like arithmetic#

It is a mistake, a prejudice, to suppose that there anst be on element of speech

involved in re ding, or an ele ent of writing involved in doing arithmetic#

If it is still folt t t speech is necessarily involved in reading - that is
J

tc ray, that one oannct be said to read without spearing the word© an tne readv them,

a; d that consequently silent re .ding ia only an analogue activity to reading aloud,

then let ua suppose the following# If I deoide to read fron a bc-ok, I my start

out by articulating each word as I coe to it. But scon, for the ake of brevity,

I begin to nutter the words under ray breath, and t. en, to .1. out, sotae oi then

altogether# next I mouth the words without making any sounds at all, and finally

even thi; ceases, and I make neither sound nor lip movements# What are we to say

of tlie different stages - that I fluctuated between reading and not reading? But

surely what I was doing ail along was re ding, and if I fluctuated in anything,

it v a in the activities which accc panied ■ ■y re .ding - the speaking followed by

the lip move ento, and so on, and not in the reading it elf# Certainly I was not

aware that I was slowly ceasing to read and gradually beginning to do something only

analogous to reading# And is reading absolutely silently ore or less re ding than

when I spoke some words and missed out others? Did I read only there I spoke? What

did I do with thore 1 lid not speak — certainly I did not ignore them#

V.hat we may concede is that at some stge when we were first taught to read,

speaking the words wa u recesary part of reading - we were quite unable to read

without articulating each, word as we ca e to it. t thi stage, speaking the words

van for us, a necessary condition for reading, though the necessity was, of course,
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of an empirical nature. But it does not follow from thi:>, that there ie aorae

logical interdependence between reading and articulating the word read - it nay

just be that as a raatter of empirical fact we are, at early stages in our development,

quite unable to separate the activity of reading from that of speaking. Ye my

suppose that the eaae ie true of the development of the processes of addition,

subtraction, division and so on, which go to ake up tiie ability to calcul ite.

There need be no reason to suppose that this ability is cos®how conceptually related

to or dependent on the writing of figures on paper or blackboard, just bee .use this

is how we firct learn to calculate. (I am indebted to oger Squire for this

suggestion.)

What v/e axe saying then, ie that when we first lea n to read, we do so by

articulating each word ae we come to it, and tliat this is the only way we are able

to read. But it does not follow, from this that articulating the words is reading,

though at tlxis early stage we may only be able to read by this process of articulating

each vford. Later of course, we find ourselves increasingly able to do away with

this activity, and sine? it is tin® communing and tiring, we usually prefer to do so.

Eventually we are able to re id without having to resort to this prooesand when

this is true, speaking the words no longer tor/ the role of sine qua non for reading,

but assumes several possible roles, depending on our intention. Once we have

learned to read without speech - and of course it is no good suggesting the

substitution of some sort of mental vocal system to take the place of tie physical

one once this happens, then if we choose to read aloud - that is • to articulate the

words as we xead them, we my do go for a number of reasons, i'e my wish to show
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someone how quickly we can road, or we may wish to allow then to chare tho

story with ue, or wo nay just like tho sound of the words* But now, reading

aloud, far from being the only way wo can road, has boconc an activity which

we may undertake for purposes other than that of simply enabling us to read*

'fliic thesis immediately provokes the rejoinder - well if reading aloud

is merely one way of reading, alboit an essential one for people who are

learning to road, then just what sort of activity is reading silently going

to bo ? If someone sitting silently with a book before iiin and making no

movements is reading, thon just what is reading silently?

Wo aro resolved to deny that words like 'reacting* can bo taken to denote

any activities which are in principle, unobcomrablo, but what is left to ue

in the above case? Perhaps we could identify reading with some process in tho

brain, and certainly we would expect such processes to accompany reading*

But the trouble with this thesis is that wo want to represent reading as an

activity - something we can be said to do, and can do quickly or Glowly or on

cormand. This does not seem possible, if reading is identified with certain

brain processes, since these are manifestly not tho sort of thing we can bo

said to do. Indeed thoy nay bo activities • but activities of tho brain,

and not of us. We can read quiclily or on command, but we cannot direct our

brain processes quicly or on command. And even if we could, as some

prponents of Yoga can slow their heart rate or respiration speeds, yet this

would not constitute directing our reading. Certainly controlling our brain

processes would constitute an .. ...,

activity, and would qualify for consideration
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as being Identical with reading. But we can read quickly or slowly, and the

correspoxiding activity ior brain process manipulation would have to be, not

controlling a brain processes, but rate of control. That is to say, if reading is

identical with oontro. ling the rate §£ a brain process, reading quickly will have

to be identified with the rate at which we control the rate of our brain processes.

This i not impossible or even too irapl usible • It corresponds to the concept of

acceleration as rate of change in rate of change. However when we consider that it

Is possible to accelerate or decelerate our reading peed, the identity becomes

implausible by requiring the raanipulation of brain processes to bring about a rate

of change in the rate of change of their rate of change* We might feel that this is

more than most of us are, ever likely to achelve, and yet we frequently comply with

the request to 'alow down a bit,•

If reading is riot to be identified with a brain process, then it seems we are

left with the altera tive of finding one other inner process which could plausibly

be represented as something we do, or abandoning the claim that speaking the words,

or mouthing them, are merely accompanying activities to reading, and instead identifying

reading with Just these sorts of activities. The former alternative is not too

attractive - it requires ue to find some inner or private activity - it must be

private because no one sees it in operation when we sit moticnleso and silent wiiile

reading the tn ok, which activity must yet only be private or unobserved due to

empirical difficulties, and cannot be allowed to be the sort of thing which is in

principle private.

However the latter alternative is, I believe, even core unattractive, in that
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it would require ue to ..ay that someone sitting motionless and silent, except

perhaps for eye movements, just is reading - that in, in a given context, what counts

as reading is just sitting ilently, moving the. eyes slightly fro;i vide to t ide.

Yet we know tiiat it is quite possible to be doing this, and not be reading at all.

Of course he may give answers late, which rake it clear th-.it he was reading, but

while we would surely interpret these as evidence that something else must have been

going on bo tides the* eye movements, the thesAs we are considering ue.eiy takes these

answers as criteria for re-assuring the eye movements as a oase of reading.

Now we have m.J.d that reading is something we do - an activity - and yet wi»t

j,iakea the case of t.inple e, e ove onto into a c *se of reading, is what ia ter ed the

context in which we see these movements - in thi case - the answers the person would

give if asked afterwards about the book. But at the time of tlx? eye movements,

which i. when the reading occurs, there see; ■& nothing which would count as a: activity,

not .ing which would distinguish this as a oase of reading rather th..n just eye

movements* All there is, is what we would say afterward®, if asked, and 'what vro

would say if asked1clearly docs net denote an activity.

Thus tills then! eeene quit© unable to account for reading as on activity, in

th^t it ia forced to identify actions a? reading, which can only be distinguished from

quite different activities, if at all, by reference to what may happen In the future.

This theels c <n be seen to encounter similar difficulties if applied to different

activities. Thus it would be forced to say that someone sitting absolutely rotionless,

and to all intents and proposes doing nothing, was thus vi u tlioing - that is - that

niiat may count us visual!: ing is just sitting still and doing nothing. But of course
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visualising, we sold, is something we do - an activity, and yot there is

notiling resembling an activity to distinguish the person who apparently is

doing nothing, end io yot visualising, from the person who actually is

doing nothine, on the account offered by this thesis.

Again, if r;e consider hallucinations, the analysis offered by this

thesis would be that having a hallucination is just saying one cooc a pink

rat, when there is no sucli creature present5 staring wildly as if one really

did see something, and so on. But here, the problem is that those activities

which, for this account constitute having a hallucination, are all things

which we could be said to do, while having a hallucination is surely not

such an activity, in the way that saying *1 boo a pink rat» is an activity,

A similar account, in terns of reports, actions, and so on, would probably

be given of seeing, and again we would feel that these were the wrong sort

of things to identify with seeing, for seeing ia surely not a doing, while

all of these suggested components arc doings.

So I think we are forced to reject this behaviourist account, both as a

general account of mental activities, and in the specific case of reading.

So what is our alternative! I think that the only answer we can give is

that reading silently is something we do - an activity of ours, which all,

or most, of us participate in. It is private end internal, but neither

private or unobservable in principle - but merely in practice, We loom

the use of the word •reading * from observing cases of reading aloud, but to

assert a necessary conoction between reading, and ©poeisiaij: the words, io
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unjustified for tho reasons given.

I do not think we ore required to go further, and attempt to say just

exactly which activity in the body, is reading. It is enough to say that

it must be conething which wo can be said to do; must not be in principle

unoboervablCj and is separate and distinct from activities like speaking.

I want to say that it is a prejudice to insist on a necessary tie

between reading and speaking the words aloud, and that it is unjustified to

insist that only in reading aloud, is one actually reading, rending silently

being merely an analogous activity - something like reading. And I want

further to say that the situation with regard to visualising, is similar to

that of reading, in that it is a mistake to argue that visualising is like,

or analogous to depicting, and that you cannot have depleting without

pictures or likenesses. It is wrong to say that visualising is like

depicting, for the same reason as it is wrong to say that reading silently

is merely like reading, and instead we should just say that visualising is

depicting* Lot uo consider this thesis.

It is usually considered sufficient grounds for saying that someone is

depicting, that he produces a likeness of someone or thing, that he knows

what that person or thing loolto like, and that ho intended to produce a

likeness of tho person or thing. If someone produces a likeness, but

without having sot out to do so - perhaps It just happens to resemble the

Prime Minister,thon no matter how good the llkcmose may be, ve will not say

that ho has depicted tho Prime Minister, merely that ^ happens to resemble
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him» Jlco, if someone sets out to depict a person, end as a result,

produces a painting which only faintly resembles that person, nevertheless

we may be prepared to say that he has indeed dcpictod the parson, But now,

just what is the relation of depicting, to the production of pictures,

sculptures, and other likenesses? Shorter evidently considers it a

necessary condition of depicting, that some such physical likeness be

produced, such that my activity which does involve the production of

likenesses can at best bo considered merely analogous to depicting. Vie have

seen how this leads him to consider visualising as a sort of inner creation

of mental images, to correspond to the physical counterparts in depicting,

I want to say that while painting pictures, etc., is one way of

depicting something, another perfectly good way of doing so is to visualise

it. If it is felt that tho production of physical likenesses is a necessary

condition of depicting, then let us consider the following situation,

W© set out to depict some person we know, talcing up brush, papeafC and

paint, W© begin by meticulously painting in each line in scrupulous detail.

After a little while, however, wo begin to leave out more and more of the

smaller details, perhaps merely suggesting thou with brief stroke of the

brush. We ore still concentrating on our task however, just as tho person

who does part of the sum in his head is still concentrating on getting it

right. Only we do less and less of the brushwork as we procodd. At what

stage are we to say that depicting ceases, and something merely resembling

depicting begins?
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Suppose now we turn to our audience, and instead of actually applying

paint to paper, wo just make the motions of painting, while saying tilings

like*the nose upturned, the eyes quite close together* and so on# Or

suppose there is no audience, and we just say these things to ourselves.

And perhaps now we slowly cease making painting motions, instead gazing

at the paper and muttering to ourselves. Still, we are concentrating

intently on our task just as such as before, and may even be unaware that

we have stopped painting, how assuredly, we are no longer applying paint

to paper, but are wo not still depicting, and if wo are not, then when did

we cease, and is it not strong© that we seen still to be trying to get the

persons face right, with the correct expression, and so on, just as before?

But then it nay be replied, 'if Van Gogh was not depicting when he painted

portraits, then what was he doing? * fh© answer is that we are not holding

that pointing is not a perfectly good way of depicting, but only that It is

quite possible to depict without painting, or producing likenesses, and so

on, £ust as reading ©loud is a perfectly good way of reading, and writing

the sun on the blackboard as we do it is a perfectly good way of calculating,

so are painting etc, ways of depicting. But ciiailarily, Just as someone

reading silently is still reading, and someone doing sums in his head is

still counting, so someone who does what we coll •visualising* is still

depicting. It is I think, a prejudice to insist on restricting the use

of •depict1 to those cases where paintings etc# ore produced, !o toko an

over-rigid view of depicting is, I think, also likely to lead to a restricted
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view of the uses which the production of likenesses when depicting, can

have.

Certainly, someone who is first learning to depict may well bo unable

to do so without the aid of paper and paint* For him, producing a

likeness may well be a necessary condition - though we would say that the

necessity was purely contingent* After a while however, he becomes able

to dispense with likenesses, and at this stage the role of painting in

depicting becomes considerably more diverse than the restricted view of

depicting would have it* Far from being a sine qua non of depicting, v/o

nay engage in the production of likenesses to remind ourselves of how we

had depicted the scene, or to chow pooplc how we would depict it, or as an

aid while we are trying to depict it, and so on* A .painting can thus be

for something - for some purpose, as well as being, in the case of cdacono

who ia learning to depict, a necessary means to the end of depicting an

object*

I think tills account chows ho?; depictions can fail to be successful*

A good depiction is cno which shows people what the object depicted, looks

like, while a poor depiction, while it is every bit as much a depiction

as the good one, nevertheless fails to chow people just ho?; the object

looks, and perhaps only gives them a rough idea, (There is also a sense in

which a depiction can fail to be successful, however, inasmuch, as we may

be poor artists or sculptors, and be unable to depict the scone on paper

or in clay, Fet ?/e say have successfully depicted it to ourselves • tliajr
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is to say, visualised it. This corresponds to the case of the person she

for one reason or another, is unable to write dorm his suras, and is forced

to do then all in Ills head#

We must be careful to avoid the mistake, encouraged by talking of the

likenesses produced while depicting with paint etc., as depictions, of

supposing that it is the .painting which depicts. Of course it is we who

depict, and not the painting* painting being merely a way of depicting.

And whoa we depict to oursolves - that is, visualise, then of course there

is no depletion, in the conso of 'depiction1 used to refer to paintings.

(Though it is the dualist move, to suppose that there are ouch depictions,

in the form of mental images).

We can now onswor Shorter*s question *• "what is it that is blurred,

when I set out to visualise a face, and get only a blur?* The simple

answer to this question is - 'nothing!* The form of the question results

from the mistake of supposing that visualising merely resembles depicting,

and from the prejudice of supposing that depicting necessarily involves

the production of likenesses. The question is intended to solicit an

answer which involves a recourse to montal imagery, by suggesting that

there must be soaetliing in the case of visualising to correspond to the

pictures which are supposed to bo Indispensable to depicting. But wo can

answer the question without any recourse to mental iaagory, simply by

pointing out that when someone visualises a face, and gets only a blur,

what happens is that he fails to visualise it successfully.
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iiow, if ho wishes, ho any demonstrate his failure by painting a picture

la which a blur obscures the face. But this blur no more represents socio

blur on a mental imago, than does the whole pointing represent memo

phenoDcrologtcal depiction* When he visualises a face and gets only a

blur, tliis simply neons that ho lias been unable to visualise that part of

the face which he says is blurred.

Similarily, if It is asked what is black and white, when we visualise

something in black and willto, we shall say that there is nothing which

is thus coloured, and that ©11 that is meant, is thajr we have visualised

the scone as if all tho objects in it were coloured black and. white.

Any interpretation which seeks to suggest that when I describe what I

have visualised, I am to bo taken to be describing, or imputing properties

to, rental images, runs into serious difficulties, the nature of which I

will elaborate on, in the nest chapter#

Eoger Squires, in bis article, raises an objection to the view that

visualising is just depicting to oae^oclf, whoa ho says *You cannot
visualise what you are now looking at, though you could portray or describe

what you are new locking at. Similarly you cannot protend to be what you

ax-o '(Op. cit.)

Shis objection is intonded to show that visualising cannot be a way of

depicting, because you can depict something while you ore looking at it,

but cannot visualise it. How I concede that you cannot visualise something

while you ore looking at it, since in this case visualising is
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indistinguishable from seeing. However the objection succeeds only if we

accept that the production of liltenesccs is a necessary condition for

visualising, There is no reason to suppose that depicting to oneself »

that is, visualising, is possible in those cases vrhere we are looking at

what is to be depicted. Squires1 argument here rests on the assumption,

which we are objecting to, that •depict1 entails some reference to

likenesses.

What then are we to say of this activity called •visualising*?

Certainly we cannot allow that it be private and unobservablo in principle,

for this would effectively destroy the meaning of •visualise• - we will go

into this argument in detail in the next chapter, Hor do we wish to equate

visualising with a brain process, for the reasons we considered in the case

of reading. What v,e can say, is that visualising or depicting to oneself,

is sometiling we can be said to do, that if it is private and internal, then

it must be so only contingently, that is, it is not unobscrvablo on principle.

Beyond this I do not thinit wo con be expected to go as philosophers, any

more than we can hope to say exactly what reading or calculating are, They

are just things we can do.

At this point, having said that visualising is depicting to oneself -

we could also cay representing to oneself- perhaps to avoid the strong

connotations which •depict • has with the production of likenesses, I wish to

go on to consider the problem of after images.
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In Thorns Hobbee wrote of imagination 'lor after the object ia re oved,

or the eye shut, we still retain an image of the thine seen, though snore ob cure

tisan when we see it. — And Any object being removed from our eye-, though tiie

ir tpresuion it made in us remainj yet other objects more present s ucceeding, and

working on us, the I agination of the past is oh cured and made weak} ——— The

decay of sense in en waking, is not the decay of the notion made in sense} but

an obt curing of it, in such maimer ao the light of the un ob-cureth the light of

the Starrest which otarre do no le s exe.cise thei. vartue by which they are viable,

in the day, than in the night. * ( 'Leviathan' Part one, Chapter two.) I have ta .en

the liberty of changing the order of these sentence® slightly, to preserve their

meaning out of context.

Men are still claiming to see 'htarxea' today, in the guise of after io*get.

In 1965 K« Lyco;; wrote. *Very often when I see an after image on the wall it does

not seem to be part of the urface of the wall* Euther to the extent to which I

fix rqy attention on the after image, the cu.f ice of the wall tends to cone out of

focus.' (Australasian Journal of Philosophy Volume 43, 1>65») Cle rly then, after

images still vie with physical objects for the attention of our eyesight, as much as

did Hobbes' •Starres*'

Nov/ it is indeed true that when I • t. re for a time at a bright lamp, ad then

look away, I ara left with what appears to be a f din. image of the lamp before my

eyes, and th t this is nor ally referred to ac seeing or having mi after image*

Although I hope to show that this io an entirely misleading mid confusing .ode of

reference, yet we must acknowledge at the et xt, that it enjoys almost universal
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acceptance, and th t it is widely believed that it is appropriate to tali: of after

images as the ort of things we cart see.

People, experts and lay, en alike, even philosopher. , say with the conviction

with which we would defend the attribution of similar properties to table :: and chairs,

that after images are yellow or red, that they can bo square or round or oblong, that

they may be cle rly outlined or blurred at the edges, and so on. If after images

are threatened violence by the philosopher, then con iderably more than the twenty

thousand Cornish Bold in the case of Trevellyan, will know the reason whyl

However before threatening ny conceptual hatchet work on after images, let

us briefly pause to notice a fact about the circusstances in which the term is

e ployed. Its use Is in order only when certain antecedent circumstances a e known

to have existed, or could have existed if we are unable to check u,: on them. Only

when it is known that a person hac been looking previously at an object of a certain

sort - perhaps a bright light, or a coloured -.pot outlined against a contrasting

background, do we per; .it a claim to nee an after image. Even then of course, his

re. ort my suggest that he does not ceo an after image at all. He may report an

Image quite unlike anything he has oUft teen - may describe a chandelier, wiien all

lie has seen is a single light bulb.

However due to the fraj evork within which the term operates, any reference to

aii after image *.,ill automatically involve the iplioit claim that certain antecedent

circumstances existed, involving us as observer, and ar, object of that class of

objects which are known to give rise to after images in observers.
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Thus the terra 'after istage,' involves what we may call a diagnostic ele; sent, in

that by using it, the speaker is co matted to leaking certain implicit claims about

past states of affaire, rathei in the way sc. ocne who claims to see a t dale or chair

in involved, in similar claims about present at ites of affaire - ie - that the table

or chair he olalae to nee, actually exi: to at thl ; orient.

Tliia conceptual framework ie important in th it it dlstingui her after images

from oert.iin other forms of imagery such imagination and hallucination. A1 o v;e

chall be required to keep it in ind when we co. e, at the eorclu ion of this ohaptorj

to offer a new analysis of after i« .gee; find it will be a. ,;ued then, that this oint

about the- logical statue of -ifto image ie a pointer to the tr/ue nature of the

occurence wo call seeing an after imago.

be have here been enlarging on the framework within which the term operates,

and have not been attempting a scientific account of what goes on when someone see*

an after imago. Indeed we could provide tuch an account, in terms of light rays

striking the cornea and setting up a reaction whloh pax lets after the original

stimulus la withdrawn. But while this would be an ex lanation of why we co i© to

see after images, it would have nothing to do with the meaning of after image

teainology. And it is with what people ,.ie yn when they speak about aft©_ images,

th.it we ax© concerned here. o let us eve on to a detailed discussion of what may

be meant by such rtte rente ae 'I see a square aftex image,' or 'alter images ay be

positively or negatively coloured,' and go on.

Let us look first of all, at the orta of properties people often attribute to
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after images, and sw whether the rather naive philosophical or ition thus identified,

can be defended* Usually when these ©very-day ort of statements are made, no

philosophical position is consciously entertained by the speaker, nevertheless

important issues are involved in such statements, ind we (hall ee presently, how

an unquestioning acceptance of a ;hilo ophically confused position can lead to

confusion outside the bound of philosophy. To ensure th t we are not accused of

identifying a position which no thinking . sr^on would be likely to subecMbe to,

we -shall fill out this naive position with remarks nade by philo ophere.

We began tils Chapter by quoting Hobbes on imagination. He v;a • not dealing

with after images, which are different form of imagery from imagination, however I

take this remark to be indicative of what I oall the naive position manifested by

common modes of reference to after- images. I take Hobbes to be aying that when we

see an object, it producee an image - what he carle 'the motion made in sense' -

which image does net eanioh immediately, but is rather obscured by other, brighter

objects. These images become visible whenever there are no brighter objects around

to obscure them, and they continue to exist while unseen, rather like stars in the

day sky, when such brighter objects do happen to obscure them.

Thio, or something similar, i the view which I elieve is commonly held bout

after images. They are come eort of faded representation which ic created by our

seeing an object of a certain sort, and which re continue to see for a time, after

the original stimulus is withdrawn.

G. K. Moore says* 'But If we cay of a blue ofte. image, seen with shut eyes,
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•it look blue to me,' that i a use of •looks' uch that fro it there doe follow,

•it is blue** You caw not see a blue after image without its looking blue to ycu.1

(Commonplace Book, Page 151*) Co to the description of after iiaagee that they -re

faded representations, we c.uri add that they are coloured, and can be -een with

olo?ed eyes#J

D. K. Armstrong saye 'As 1 once heard a philosopher say, 'there is so ©thing

o life-like about after linages,' Thislie a point which cannot be brushed aside#

„,urely when I have an after image or see myself in a mirror, there is something

before ray eyes. I am not just having a false belief; in some sense of the word, I

a perceiving,' (Australasian Journal of Philosophy, Volume 33 1953,) Co now we

can add that it makes sense to say of these faded coloured representations, that they

exist before our eyes, and that we do actually perceive them, and are not victims

of a false belief,

K, Lycos says 'When sensory images are experienced as flat, their flatness is

seen (not 'seen,') in the way in which tire flatness of after image.: is teen,'

(Op, oit.) Thus we can further add to our description, that after images are flat,

and that this flatness is seen, and not just 'seen,'

Lycos defines this flatness of sensory image'?, in which class he includes

after images, in terms of the Chiracteri tio two dimensionality of a urface bounded

by a Jordan carve - that lo, a surface which is bounded by a single clo ed curve.

There i thus a mat! ..ematicai formula available for dote: ining the shape a d else of

any after image. This oharacteristic is al o mentioned by Dnythies (Philosophical
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heview, July, 1958*») a^d I shall return to it later. We may note that this two

dimensionality is frequently referred to by psychologists also. Indeed the wide¬

spread use of after image terminology by psychologist is often considered to lend

scientific autJxority to the status of after inagea. In giving a series of objections

to Kyle's arguments against rental images, Lycos oays - 'All these objections derive

from the fact that psychologists lave found it apt to talk about images in a way that

involves treating them as entitle? of some sort. —— It is significant that

psychologists and, in general, people who concern themselves with the examination

of mental imagery as such — are prepared to attribute ouch spatial properties to

vi.ual images as hmythies mentions' (Op. cit.)

How if psychologists, in carrying out their research, uncover empirical evidence

in support of after images, then that is one thing, and needs careful ex tination to

ensure that the evidence is properly described and presented, and that no philosophical

po ition is illicitly incorporated either into the description of the data or the

conclusions which are drawn. But it is al o possible, that an uncritical acceptance

of a common mode of reference, har led tct&ex* adopting a terminology to refer to

data which is it elf capable of a number of different interpretations, tad favours

no particular one more than any other. If this is the case, then the adoption of

this particular mode of reference by psychologists cannot be considered to signify

any philosophically important conclusion.;. Nov would there here be any element of

scientific authorisation for this form of ter inology or its ontology.

I think there is a considerable amount of evidence to uggest that this latter

possibility is the case, and I shall go on to give a specific example of an empirical
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study iii which the mi -des cription of data, and an unthinking acceptance of the

dualist to..; dnclogy creates a great degree of confu ion. However let us first sura

u our picture of the naive view of after images, which we built up with the help

of a number of quotations from philosophers. It should be noted of course, that

we are not eugge ting that any of the e philosopher® actually hold the naive view,

aa we have so far described it, and are only offering their remarks a indicative of

that position.

after images tiien, axe a ort of faded representation, which are coloured, two

dimensional, axe seen before our very eyes, are actually 'out there, * and so on.

The naive poition is strongly dualist, and has the courage of it convictions.

V.hile hallucination, iraagin tion and vi uvli lng are phenomena to be treated with a

degree of caution, even equivocation, it eenr tlsat there i son)© aspect of after

images which makes u.qualified dualists of us all. \7e are further aev-ured that

the weight of scientific enterpris e lo firmly beiilnd a definite ontological

co: roiti sent to im ige in general, and after Images in particular#

,o let us leave oil consideration of the philosophical proble ie of after images

for a moment, to see how these psychologist, who are dealing vith the enpirioal study

of this phenomenon, have f rod, v.'e will consider an experiment by H. B. Barlow wid

J. K. B. fpaxrock, two researchp.yehologi: t , deeig; ed to eetim te the brightness of

after images# They describe their procedure as follows!-

'Craik ..aid Vernon were thinking along there line when they tried to estimate

the brightness of after images by m tching it v/ith real light. They were able to

make mea; urecaents on the after image for only two minuted, but they found that from
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thirty seconds to one and a half minutes it was sufficiently bright to account for

a large part of ti e total reduction in ensitivity. — However, 1* Pleasuring the

brightness of the after image they overlooked one of it© important feature - namely,

that it does not move over the retina as do the images of all objects seen in the

external vorld. The eye cannot be kept absolutely till even with ca.eful voluntary
-.^V' ' ...» " V ;* ' '''

fixation! as it moves, real images diift over the -retina, whereas after im .gee do not# —

♦Technique have now been developed whereby real image, can be et ibilined or

stopped in one position on the retina. In the simplest method, a light-weight

aluminium cup i. lieId by auction on the aneetheti ed come and the test object to

be observed is mounted directly on the cup at the focus of a suitable lens. •—— When

a well itabiliaed image ic ob orved it i at fir t seen clearly, but after a few

econdc. sharply defined contours become blurred and fine detail disappears. —— The

caur e of these clxuiges is itself a matter of great interest, but what concerns:; us here

is that the after ist .ge, being t -tionary on the retina, fade, like a stabilised

image, whereat the ira ;ge of a p tch of light viewed in the ordinary way doer not.*

(cience Volume 144, 1jb4.)

*.©w it i interesting to note first of all, the way in which the ..eeulte are

de cribed. The compurion was originally intended to lie between the brightnes of

au after image, nd that of a real light. But thi is not how Barlow and patrock

de cribe it. They ay 'when a v.ell stabilised image i observed,- it i at first seen

clearly *- so th it it see a now, that the eorip i or. i between an after image

and the retinal linage of a real light - not the a one thing as tiie light it; elf. It

ie important t. decide whether we want to say that the sorts of things we nee are
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reai lights, real tables and chair;:, or instead that what wo really see are images

of lights, aid ia ges of tables and ch ars, hither nay be true, but tliay constitute

radically different concept of eeing, and it is important to keep a distinction

between them.

This ris-descci. tion, I suspect, derives frcn issu ing that talk about seeing

..fter image:. can be taken at face value. The experiment does not -how that the

brightneiu of ,fter in gee can be compared with tti.it of real object®, but infctead it

nerely pre—supposes tills to be an intelligible venture. If wo go on to look more

closely at the proponed coiapatieon, it become evident th t if we take seriously

the naive position's claim that we see after imager, as B-low and Spa.:rook seem

to do, then quite radical conclusions will follow.

If we consider the eo.; pari on whioh tie experiment in designed to pe nit us

to make, then either we aet out to compare the brightness of an after image with that

of a stabilised etinal image, or we can co pare the brightness of what produces the

after image with that of whatever produces the stabilised retinal image - in thin ease

the light direoted at the subject's eye. Whioh of these two we choose will depend

on the concept of perception we prefer• If ve fa our something like a en e-datum

theory of perception, we may choose the first alternative, com sitting our elves

to tiie view that ve do not see objects like light or table and chair , but instead

imager, or representations of therm. Or if we favour the normal concept of perception,

v.e will choose the second It rnative, believing that we do oee objects lilie lights,

and xiot just imager of them* But it will be impermissible however, to ..ttempt to

compare either seeing in after image with seeing the object producing a stabllieed
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retinal image, or seeing the object producing an alter image with seeing a stabilised

retinal image, since tixU would be to confuse the two concepts of seeing.

Of course it nay be possible to break thie rule, and to compare seeing an

after iuage with seeing the object producing a stabilised retinal image, provided

eeeitig an after im ge is not like seeing things like light: and so on. It may be

that seeing an after image does not involve the eye at all - we noted that it was

supposed possible to see it with the eyes closed, so at least the eyes are not playing

their normal role. Perhaps seeing an after image i; being aware of a mental image -

with a set of inner eyes perhaps. However this would seen to be outwith the cope

of tte experiment undertaken by Barlow and parrcck, and since they make no reference

to any ouch differences in seeing an After image and seeing a light or a table or

chair, we may assume that by 'sees an after i ge* iu Intended the same u e of 'seen*

a. ixi 'sees a light.'

Having thu. clarified the two alternatives open to us in considering their

findings, let us see if either lend support to the claim that it makes sen e to talk

about seeing after imager* Well if we decide to compare eeing t hat produce'} an

after image with v/hat produce a retinal image, we avoid the 'Image' theory of

perception - that is, we decide in favour of ..eeing object like lights r ther than

iaxgec of them. However thi? is only achieved by s .cxifieing after image at objects

of perception. For we should have to say that what we see are not after images, but

the objects which produced then. Thiols not necessarily unacceptable - a we hall

see at the conclusion of this chapter - but it does mean th t we can no longer consider

after images a; the posteo.ors of visual . roperties, since we axe resolved to deny
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that we see after images. After images remain in our ontology, but they occupy a

position similar to that of retinal images - they become a part of the mechanism

whereby we are enabled to ee thing;--, father than the sorts of things we actually see.

Clearly this alternative offer; no support for the view that empiric .1 studies

will provide authority for the claim that we see after images, so let us consider

the other one. Mow we ahall say that we do see after image; - but at the coat of

having to say that we al o see stabilised retinal images rathe; than the light which

produced them. Barlow nd Sparrook seemed prepared to pay this price - we noted

their comment 'When a v.ell stabilised image is ob cured, it ie at fir t seen

dearly —1 (Op. cit.)

But now, while support for the claim that v,e see after images ha been afforded,

it has only been so at the cost of denying that we see objects like light and trees

and houses. This is; by no mans necessarily a fal e conclusion - at least it has

been argued, in several guises, by many eminent philosophers. But it is obvious

that the *empirical* discovery that we see after image has only been made by the

device of converting ail perception into perception of i age • * e have not discovered

that we see images as well a:.- trees mid houses, but that we see notiling but imaged

upport has been gained for the claim that we see after images, but its* empirical

content is nil, in that it rolie on the device of deciding to treat all perception

by sight, a perception of images rather than of ob, ect like trees and houses.

Thus it see;, that the outcome of this particular piece of scientific enterprise

it; the paradoxical conclusion that either no support at all is lent to the claim that
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we see vfter iiaages, or that support is withdrawn from the olaira that we see trees

and houses and so on. aid it i clear that both ol these alternatives are the result,

not of e
. irloal di covery, but of consideration.; o e apt to the realm of metaphyoics.

To argue, with Lycos, that questions about the statu of mental images in general,

and after images in particular, can be settled by a xecourre to the iiabitual odea

of inference of scientific tudies of these phenomena, i to abdicate a responsibility

which i uniquely that of the . hiloopher. o let u ^etuxn to our consideration of

the philosophical problems pored by our enquiry into the statu of afte images, at

the point where we left it - our discussion of whit ve termed, the naive position.

Let us look at gok® of the basic claims of this position, regarding the properties

of after images, to ee if they bear examination. First we shall examine the claim

that after images are flat or two dimensional, George perling, an Amerioan research

p ycliologist proposes the argument that after images must be flat, because while we

can scan the;: with our eyes both vertically and horizontally, we cannot scan them in

depth. (Human Factor , Volume 5# Number 1.) In short, after images are flat because

that is how they look to us. (Perhaps also by design, in order to allow the eye to

accomodate a large number in a ..datively limited spaceJ)

Kovs is it a good objection to this argument, that since after images move with

the eyes - a property often remarked in the literature, thie will result in their

always presenting the aa e side to the subject, hence erely creating the illu ion

of flatness. We do not conclude tint the moon ha r.o other ide, because it happens

to rot te in such a fashion that we are prevented from oeing its other ide. Might

it not be that an enterprising neuro-suxgeon with a television camera pointed over

his shoulder will succeed in hoving the world the other ride of an after image,
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and right wd not busy ourselves in the meantime, looking for after images in the eyes

of subjects with an opthal.noscope? flight not a good dose look in a «dr or provide

ue with a glimpse of tire other ..id© of an after image, when next we are seeing one?

If all thi is ridiculous, then it remains to be shorn why it is so. If ,-e do see

after linages, if they are flat or two dimensional object , then then© search procedures

should be intelligible ventures, and yet we 'enow they are not.

But then erhapw after images are not real objects after all, but in tead mental

images. iHunediately it eems Barlow and „parrock were engaged in a fool a errand,

for how do you measure the brightness of an image when it is; not physical, but

phenoiwenological. However the holder of the naive position will ..eply - simple **

you ju t compare it with the brightness of a real object. Unfortunately however, it

is not at all simple - in fact it seems quite unintelligible to embark on any such

comparison# But let uo show thi a by moving on to the next claim which we atoll consider.,

that after images are coloured.

>;hat can it r«an to way 'I see a blue after image? * The naive position represent

this as a report on the colour of a mental image, then the psychologist produces a

colour conversion chart showing the colour of after image« which correspond with

having first f t ted at a disc of a certain colour, the naive position says that this

de; castrates the range of colours possessed by after images. Just as the brochure

produced by a paint company shows prospective buyers the different colour of paint

which they can purchase, so the after image colour eh t.rt shows people the range of

shades which after images come in*
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Now what is wrong with this - why is the convert ion chart for after images

unlike the paint brochure? Surely whoever produced the conversion chart for after

images got something right? Well we can tgree that he may have got something right,

but not, that what he got right was the range of colour; of after linages. For if

after image" really axe mental images - which means that they a .e quite private, and

in principle, publicly unob ervablo, then what would count as getting their colours

right"? Getting oraething right implies the po sibility of judgement, of appeal to

agreed on criteria. But if after image . e mental images, then this possibility is

ruled out, of necessity. How could we know th t the criteria u ed by someone to

draw up a conver ion chart ibze the eaine as the e u, ed by others, for we cannot

examine each of their alter imager in turn, to see what criteria they a e using, far

less to see if they a.e being consi tent. What if the,after image which one colour

chart represents by a blue dico, is the sa:ae as tisat represented by another chart,

by a green dire, and so on. The matter of representation it elf, becomes confused,

representing i a rule governed activity, and only function;., because, we are agreed

on what counts as representing something. But how would we argue on how to represent

after images, when none of us ever sees anyone else';? after image* " hat I represent

by a red disc ray be quite unlike what someone else represent, by a red disc. I may

not even be representing its colour by a red disc - perhaps I mean to refer to its

shape. At this point, it beco. e clew that the colour chart, whatever it is doing,

is doing nothing like representing the colour of after images. If it were, then it

might us well be marked. 'Here be dragon:,' fo; all the as istance it could offer

anyone.

Tiie some holds true for . tateaente like 'I . oe a green after image' - if these
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are offered as report on the colour, or hap®, or siae etc., of afte images, then

they will become meaningless. My calling an after image 'green* will merely reflect

a per onal agreement or transaction with ay elf to the effect that I will call this

after image 'green* in respect of thio particular publicly unob- ervable property.

But what today I call green, tomorrow I may call red, nd ye ter&ay riay have called

square. I cannot appeal to any external or independent criteria, for it is of the

nature of after image. , that none uoh e n exist, nothing ill count as my being

.istaken but unaware of it, .irsce whatever I think i- a correct usage, i for the

duration of that particular whim, a correct u age. .nd of course in such circumstance ,

where correct and incorrect are decided, not by appeal to ome public and independent

criteria, but purely by personal fiat, then the concept of a correct or incorrect

usage is exuded, and in fact tiiere is ju :t no use at all for auoh terminology.

But now, against ay claim that there axe no public crite ia fox deciding on what

count.-, as a correct or incorrect usage of after image referring termc, the following

argument is given.

•You ,.y there are no means of checking up on statements like 'I see a green

after image,* but suppose I say *1 see a green after image,' and when asked what I

mean, point tc . green ob,ect and say 'there - like that.' Am I not correct in my

usage after all,' and would there not, by the same token, by ground for saying I was

lust then in my usage if I ..-aid 'there, like that,' pointing to a red object*?'

This argument arena on the occasion of a philosophy convention at which 1 read

a shortened form of thie chapter, and it v a., accompanied by a fair degree of breast
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beating, arid outraged JLneii-tenoe that common sense be allowed to prevail. Its

proponents tcok. great pleasure, when confronted with the question '".hat can it mean

to say 'I see a green after image'?*, in painting to some handy green object and

declaiming triumphantly « * there - like thatj'

How does tnis argument show that ve can, After all, provide public criteria

for people's report, of their after images - that 'I see a green after linage* is

imeaningful because we can explain ourselves by saying - 'there, like that.'? I think

tiie answer is that it does not how that we can provide uoh criteria for a£ter

imago reports, . hen someone a ya *1 see a green after image* -nd points to soiae handy

green object while saying * there, like that' what this shows us is that he know the

normal use for * green' - he knows its use to refer to things like the green object

he pointed to, and not, that 'I see a green after image* in a normal use.

If he point to bob®tiling green aid nays 'there, like that,' this allows th it he

understands the normal use of 'green,* in the -ame way th.t his pointing to something

red, while s tying 'there, like that,' would show that lie did not under tand the

normal use of 'green.* Pointing and saying 'like that' then, shows Us that the person

can use 'green' as it it. noorally used - the pointing and so on provides a public

criterion for judging whether he o n use the word as it is normally used. Put

the claim which was made, was that a public criterion had been discovered for his

use of 'green' to refer to an after image, and not that such a criterion had been

di; covered for hie use of it, to refer to the object to which he pointed. We will

concede that a criterion is available for the latter usage, but none ha. yet been

produced for the former.
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It ie as if someone says 'Cod is the father,' and when we jay - 'what can

that mean?' he says - 'Like Mr. kaith is a father.' Thi shews u th t he knows

the normal use for 'father' - he did not ay 'Like Mrs. xrdth i a father. * But it

does: not how us what is meant by 'God i." the Father* - it goes no way to explicating

that usage or showing hour 'father' ie being u ed here. Similarly then, oaeone who

says 'I see a green after image' and tisen ;ays 'like that* while pointing to a green

ob, eot is inviting us to appose that because lie know how to ure 'green' properly

in tlx® normal context, there nu. t be an intelligible use for it in the context of

after images. By pointing to the green object and . tying 'like that,* he is regaling

us with a demonstration of hi: ability to use 'green' correctly, in order to bait

the trap of going ox. tc use 'green' incorrectly, by applying it to after images.

If it is still felt that someone who likens the colour of an after iica^e to that

of some h oady green object, is giving . eoning to Ms report about the n-.ture of his

after iia ge, then we can ask „ust how such a comparison suceeds in enlightening us

about the nature of Ma after image. ' h t if this after image, which he today says

i like a green object in colour, he tomorrow cay is like a red object? As long

a he always points to a green object when he say 'green,' and a red object, when

he says 'red,' he appe r quite consistent in Ms reports. But tM a ,ar«nt

consistency is only In picking out th© correct colour of ob ect to match Ms report.

He may bo quite hopelessly inoonciotent in Ms application of colour word to ifter

images, but of cour e as long a., he always -y. 'like that' pointing to a red object,

when he hat; claimed to >ee a red after image, then Ms incon i. tency nay be disgui ed.

Just as before, it was possible that an after im,Le whioh he today c .lis red, tomorrow
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lie may call green, and yeeterday may have called quars, so this difficulty reappears

when we resort tc 'like that' reports of after images* That today he aye is 'like

that* where this refers to oo:» red object, tonorrcw he my say ie 'like that* where

this refers to some green object, and so on* lie is just as? likely to make nistakes,

by trying to co pure the colour of an sifter image to that of a real object, as he is

to mi -describe it when applying colour word;-. And where there a o no objective aid

independent criteria for judging the degree of ssucees, o accuracy of conpa i one,

which ia the case when we are trying to co,-spare properties of private and pl&Iicly

unobsorvaule objecte, like after images, then no tiling will count as a good co.apari on

or a b d one, and the whole concept of comparing will coll p e in ouch circumstances.

Y'.hen eoiaeone eayc 'I ee a green after image* then, and points tc a green ob, ect,

the property of hi., after image which he compare t with the green object could be

anything or nothing, there is no way of knowing* In such clrcum tanoee* saying

'like that,' is no ore helpful^ than just ying 'green,' beoau e ho i the only
judge of what count as 'like that*' We have no idea and could not hive, what is

meant in these cirouta tonce , by 'like that,' inco what is dealt with is purely

private and internal* There iu vuot no way of ,mowing wh-rt colour of after images,

people consider to be like the colour of a green object*

Howeve, a we ob e. ved at t e beginning of this argument, the person who produce

a colour conversion chut for after images ha surely got something bight, fe are

agreed that it i. wrong to represent the chart as showing the colou. which after

images co -.e in, but clearly the chart has -.-osm u e - it fulfills . c e useful purpose.
It will be ou, pu pose, at the conclusion of thi chapter, to provide an account
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which shows, afiong other things, how ruch charts do verve a useful function, and

how we can provide an analysis of after image terminology which leaves room for colour

predicate like 'green* and 'red.'

However time .re was one more specific claim which r.a advanced by the naive

poiltion, which I wish to cons ider. It is Lycos' clair that the ize end rhape of

any after image oast he represented by a Jordan curve, and we shall discuss it, because

it offer a link with the next the ea which we rsi h to consider with respect to the

status of after image , a thesis offered by Lyco himself.

k Jordan curve is a jaathematieal function which defines time bound trie of two-

dimensional surfaces enclosed by a single closed curve. Now if I draw such a figure

on a piece of paper, then there will bo a particular Jordan curve which represents

it a it is situated on the paper, and it is in principle pos ible to find the curve

which represents aiy two dimensional surface enclosed by a ;-ingle closed boundary.

Let u - imagine now, o; eono who ee an iftee ira-ge, and who wishes to find

out whether a particular equation represent - the perimeter of his after image. If

the curve were on paper, he could carry out aasunenent-, by superimposing an axis

on the paper, to establish the proper figure for the equation. But how is he to do

nything like this with an after image? Perhaps lie u e aa imaginary ruler to do it,

but then the answer will be an imaginary one, arid we wanted a real measurement, ho

let u try again.

ruppo o I look at a piece of pupei when I am seeing an after image, and by

projecting ray after image onto it, afford a mean of measuring it with a ruler. Cr
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perhap. I just pick up a ruler and project the image onto it, and do it that way.

But will this count Measuring? uppooe I look out of my window and hold up my

ruler in line with the ruin of the cathedral which lies ftut outride ray hou e.

By doing so, the tower appears to be four inches high, and the walls, seven inches

long, be could call thi measuring, but it would be purely subjective arid would

yield no useful guide to the size of the building.

In order for the perspective not to <ake a nonsense of oa. uring, the object

to be measured raurt be placed along side or against the ruler. How of cour e we oan

ee tie after image a along side the ruler, but then we can see the cathedral along

side tiie ruler aleo, ta J.ng great caie to line up the walls with the ruler. But as

we have said, this 1 .tter I quite insufficient for ; ej ure ent of tiie cathedral,

aid it i argued that it is similarly impossible to do anything like measuring an

after image, because it can never be brought into oont ct with the ruler. The best

we could do would be to Imagine the ruler along ^ide tiie after image, aid thie is a t

now what we oai. measuring.

But if it i impossible to make ttre of tiie Jordan formula to di cover the size

of an after image, ay we not yet make u e of it to discover the shape of an after

image? Again, thie is impossible without measure ent of sore sort. Obviously, there

will be different equations co. eponding to different shapes of Xter image, and

these will only be di covered by a proce of measuring which, as we have seen,

is ruled out in the caee of after images. There is, in effect, no such thing as an

equation which represents cither the ize or* nhipe of an ifter image. If it is

argued - but suppose my after image ia circular - surely then we will know how to
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represent it with in equation, since there is an e tabliahed equation for the

perimeter of a circle, then we can .©ply - how do you know your fter image is

circular? Gurely the way to discover this would be by measurement and this i in

principle impossible in thi c e. But it looks circular, co> gs the reply# Then

we must argue as we did against the claim th t after image are red or green or some

other colour, that there is just no way of establishing any criteria for this u: e

of 'circular#*

Thus we have argued that actual easurement of an after image is impossible,

aid consequently thrt the claim that there i a mathematical function which expresses

their perimeter cur*e ia valueless. However something like measuring is supposed to

go on when someone projects his after im .ge onto a ruler, and the claim ia made by

the dualist position, that it he i-- not measuring his after image, then he is

measuring tiie look of his image. In effect, a iove is made from di eu. :ing the

properties of after images, to di cue ing their looks. Thi i the move that Lycos

v ntcto uake, arid ve shall discuss it a the natural successor to the naive position,

presently. But let u first pay our last respect to toe naive position, before

tar ing our leave of it.

•re have seen that as they s tand, none of the claims of that position will bear

ex<a Juration. If after images are the sort of thing the naive position supposes them

to be, then it i not possible to make any sense out of statements like 'I see a blue

fter laage* * ince there does seem some use for uch statement however, we axe

forced to conclude th I the naive po ition is miat -.ken, ?and that it ontology embodies

a conceptual err-or. o let us give it a decent burial and hope th .t the corpse is
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not exhumed the »ainute we turn our bucko on the cemetery. >nd let us move on to

look at its successor.

V<e saw that if after- images are private, mental objects, then titers i no

future in normal titer image language as it stand '. However when we de-It with

the olaim about the representation of the perimeter of after imige by a mathematical

function, we aw that a clastic duali t move, characteri tic of the sense - datum

school of thou,.Jit, would be to full buck on the coaclu ion that if we were not

measuring a real object, then either we were measuring the look of a real object,

or were measuring a seeming object. K. iyco argues es entially this position,

giving a no or extended interpretation to standard claims like 'I ee a flat after

imago.'

He considers tiie objection to hi contention that after image- a.e fiat or

two dimensional, that 'fiat' applies to the ort of thing1 that after image: are not

- basically oui objection to that claim - and re ects it. It i. , he a ye, incorrect

to argue thus, because t: e statement *1 see a flat after image' is what he culls

*u phenomenal description* (Op. cit. page 323*)

The content of tills unfortunately phrased claim in that we are doing something

different in calling after images flat, then when ve call, for example, cinema

pictures fl t. When I ray i cine a picture is flat, I am contrasting and comparing

it with those three dimensional object; around me - ch ir and people sitting in

them, but when I call an after image flat however, I am contrasting its propertie

with -hose of three diraen ional object , not of being round, square and so on, but
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of looking round, looking square, and lq forth. These propertie - of looking flat,

looking round, etc., lie calls 'phenomenal' properties. o when I call an iter

image flat, I compare it not with the physical properties of teal object which is

of course the naive position which we have rejected but with the phenomenal propertie

of real ob ects - looking red, looking flat, and so on.

This i, as we observed, the move of trying that if we are not measuring the

cathedral, then what we must be doing is measuring the look of the cathedral, only

its laanifestation here is in eeing 'looking flatness' or 'looking radne g,' or

at any r -te of being able to identify and compare uch properties a.; 'looking flat, •

'looking red,' and so on. This is the successor to the naive view, and it is

certainly not n ive if it i anything. It it , however, unsati factory for two reasons,

lir. tly it embodies, if po sible, even greater conceptual confusion than did the

naive view, and secondly, even if it did not, it ie not ufficient to establish what

Lycos says he ha;: established - that ve see after images.

Let uc take the first point fir. t. Lycos i arguing that it makes sense to say

we see after images because the terras we use to de cribe them involve what lie calls

an analogical extension of normal terminology, such that when I say 'I see a flat

after image,* 'flit' here refers not to that property of physical object of being

flat, but to the phenomenological property - he call it a 'phenomenal' property and

perhaps v/e should not disagree with his usage, of looking flat. It follows that

if we see after images in virtue of their looking flat, then we must ee real objeots

in virtue of a similar property - looking flat. If this were not the c »ae, then we

would not understand what it meant to say an after image was flat, since this term
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would refer to something quite different - and quite private. o if this analogy

bet een seeing an after image arid a real object ie to work, we mu t be able to

perceive these properties in real object . And indeod Lycos ay' - we can

determine the phenomenal flatness of the image in a way similar to that we employ

in noticing the 'flat looks* of photographs, cinema picture , etc. (Cp. ait. page 324.)

How can it be correct to say that we notice thing called 'flat looks?' hat

do they look like and which oi* the senses apprehend them? Lycos c ..lis this property

•flatness,' but it i not flatness, because flatness i what flat ob. eots possess

in virtue of which they are flat. I,hut we require in order to distinguish a

phenoiaenologioal property, i 'looking flatness* or 'flat lookne .' And how is

thi property perceived? The whole point in the objection to saying we see after

image ir that you canjnot name phenomenological p opertie and that we ju t do not

tee phenoiaenological objects. Lycos specifically says we do see them • 'when sensory

i/n-gee re experienced as flat, their flatness i seen (not 'seen'.) (Op. oit. page

324.) But hov«, to prove thir thesis, he is merely resorting to the ass ertion that

we see a property of phenomenal fiatue s in re-il objects, which is just to a ert

what he wants to prove.

And how do v.e see the flat look of an object? Hoes it show up on an opthalaoscope

perhaps, oc an x-ray apparatus? How of course we cm say 'I ee the picture and it

look flat' - we may even ray 'I see the picture looking flat,' but thl is merely

to <joy ti.i.it the picture look, fl it to me, uid not to invent o, e property c ;lled

'looking flat* which we see in addition to the flatness of the picture. I think it

i evidence ef a conceptual error to claim that we see the flat - looks of a photograph,
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as Lycos does, if this is intended to imply that we notice some

phenomonological property of the picture, over and above the physical ones

which lead us to say it looks flat. And if there were such properties, then

it is not clear which of the senses would apprehend them. Certainly not

eyesight, because this only reacts to physical stimuli.

The second objection to Lycos* analysis is that it fails to substantiate

the claims he bases on it. If I soe an object in virtue of its property of

looiling flat, then I cannot claim to see a flat object, but only a looking

flat object, or perhaps an object which looks flat. I claim to see a flat

object because I notice its physical property of flatness, and not the

phenomenological property of *looking-flat*. Thus since Lycos claims that it

is in virtue of this phenomenological property that we see after images, it

follows that we do not see flat or red after images, but only after images

which look flat or look red, or which are looking-flat or looking-red. And

of course this is not the claim which Lycos wants to make. He is impressed

with every-day talk about after images as objects possessed of real

properties, and he cannot accept an account on which the strongest claim we

could make would bo *i see an after image which looks red*, for we would

want to say *no - it doesn*t just look red, it is red.*

Thus it seems that the successor to the naive position has fared no

better, and I suggest that wo are fcx-ced to reject it. Even if we permit the

claim that we can see and name phenomenological properties, still this

analysis is unable to account for the sorts of things we want to say of
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after ira igea - that they are red, and are flat, and not just look red and look

flat.

At thio point we may feel that there is no future for any analysis of after

image language in terras of this being represented xe a series of reports and

descriptions, and that the only alternative is to follow V.ittgen tein and alcolra

and re, eot the vie. that at te ents like 'I see a blue after image* are really report

or descriptions at all*

ho let us examine Malcolm's account of after image language, to see if it offer

an acceptaole alternative* In his book entitled 'Knowledge and Certainty' I'alcolra

takes Wittgenstein's analysis of pain reporta as given in 'Philosophical Investigation:-,

and applies it to after image reports, '.hen someone say,. 'I see a blue after image, •

and if he has previously shewn thhe can use the term 'after image' correctly, then

Malcolm sayt it is entirely senseless to suppose that he might be mi taken. Th it is

to say, he takes reports of after images to be incorrigible - notiling will count as

showing that they are mistaken*

He goes on to point out that it makes no sense to ask if I can see your after

image, or indeed to ask if I see a different one either, sue tion. of numerical

identity do not apply, he says, to after image , due to the logical framework of

the concept. Nothing will count aa seeing anyone else'a after image, nor will it

make sense to peaK of .fter iiaage exi ting unseen, for I cannot look away from my

after ira -go, nor look more closely, and indeed if is dubious if we should even talk

of looking at an after ira ge, since nothing will count as looking away from it. This,
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I think, is Wittgenstein's point that it sokes no sen e to say we know we are in

pain - or at least tMc is a redundant usage, since nothing will count as being in

pain and not Knowing it.

I am in agree >ent with all of these point , as long as they are ra uie .gain-1

a dualist concept of after images. If after images are a ort of private inner

event, thon what Malcolm says of uoh Statements? as *1 am seeing a blue after image*

is correct. Does thi. wean then, that we must ccept his conclu ion, which i that

after image reports are not really reports at all, but rathr perhaps a sort of

sophisticated piece of behaviour - a means of expressing or deol •. ring something perhap ,

but not a report or description?

I do not think we need accept this conclusion, any more than we are ocrt itted

to saying something similar of other so called mental event3 like vicuali ing, silent

soliloquy and so on. Just as it seems highly implausible to suggest that rcmeone

in a doctor's surgery who Is trying accurately to describe Ms pain i really Just

indulging in a form of sophi tieated grunts and expletives, so someone giving a

detailed description of an after image seems to be doing something rather different

from making a dec! ration or confession.

Also if we are to take the position that what counts as seeing an after Image

is just saying thing like *it i yellow and round' after having pent so :e time

staring at a bright light, then by the same token, we ahaJl have to say that Just

sitting ilently and st ring at the wall is seeing an ifter image, in those cases
X

where no reports are forthcoming. Of coux e we may not be able to nay whether this
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period of silent inaction constitutes seeing an titer image or not, until we hear

the reports which follow it. But the difficulty regain, th it we feel that seeing

en after image is sometiling that is »oinp on while we were fitting . ilently, aid in

addition to sitting ilently, while of cour o the epo;t of something yellow %nd

round cotae afterwards. e feel that seeing an ofte image is something that must be

occurring at the time of t e silent inactivity, for which the late report, are

evidence, r ther than crite ia. loathing i going on, in the c we of seeing an after

image, we would want to ay, to distinguish it from the case of the perron who is

indeed merely sitting ilent and in ictive, but if the only difference is in the

•n worn which one gives . fter the event, then we cannot offer tiieae answer- - or

the propensity to give them as something that is going on at the time th .t reeing an

after image occurs.

The. e i ■ al o the difficulty for this rather behaviourist .recount, th-t the

sort, of things it offer ua constituting seeing an fter image are all activities

which v<e could be said to do - I sit silently, and then I give a report like 'it was

yellow and round,' xid o on. But while eeing an .after im -ge is soraethiig which we

all experience, yet it is doubtful if we would want to say th ;t it was something we

could be aaid to do - an activity of our : . Certainly we would not a ,y it involved

an ict of will - I cannot help seeing it, it just occurs. However aying 'it is

round and yellow' is, as we have aid an activity of ours, and doer involve an act

of will. Thu again it would see that eeing an after image, and giving a series

of answers and so on, are ju t not the same thing at all.

Of cour e, our point here is not, th it people making after iratge statement
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i-eally are de cribltig inner jaentai event , but that neither are they ereljr indulging

in a long winded confession, or the like. orn©thing very like a report or description

in gt inu on, and it i quite iaplau ible to suggest that all there i to after images
popeuriHec

i a period of thoughtful sir nee, followed by a set of propertie to make state¬

ments ouch as 'it wa yellow and round,' aid so on. teeing an afte image clearly

is like seeing a real object, and the degree of accuracy and meticulous de cription,

which people who see the- indulge in, i quite implausibly represented at the level

of a complicated confess ion or a sophisticated expression of one's feeling .

but yet we have seen, surely conclusively, that seeing an fter ixa »ge oannot be

anything like seeing a .iental image or . see ing ob,,ect. If we re to per irt in

: ayiiig it rose. ,ble eeiag, then v,e lauat find . o ething which is publicly ob' ervable,

and which it i still pi on ible to say is een. My uggestion will be th.it what

happen., when we see an after image, is that we perceive the object we know to have

caused what up till now, has been called the after image. We do not see the object

of course - for often our eye are shut, but we do perceive it nevertheless. I shall

call this for = of perception, after im Aging.

However this i a conclusion which is be t argued for by fir i indulging in a

proceo of eii dnation of alternatives. o let u, return to that tusk by considering

the last of the position:; which I wish to examine. Thi i the theci that seeing

an after image is something like teeing a re 1 object, except that there i of course,

nothing which is actually seen. This the i is simply ■ tated in a different context,

by J. E. ft. uire in an article entitled 'Vi uali. ing' (Mind i960,) There, he aeyo

tii t visualising is see JLng to cee^,"pii,:; the. i. i unacceptable, for re s oas which
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I et out In the chapter on visualising* However this analysis of after images is

in principle similar to th t offered by Squlree for vi ualising#

It i ou ,,e ted then, ttot seeing an afte. is? tge i. like eeing a real ob, ect,

except that nothing, is actually ; een at all* This approach avoid re orting to the

,ental images and phenomenological properties objected to ea lier* It does not

claim to say exactly what i; going on when we ee an after image but rarely points

out x number of similaritie which ju tify the clai; that .eeing vn after image is

like seeing a real ob, act. The ground for .. .king this cl -in are that people with

iter in gea o n give the sort, of answer given by people eeing real object;: •

•it i red,' or 'it i quare' and o on, while the ground for aying that of course

nothing i. .actually een, are those argument we h ve brought gain t the positions

which were in favour of entitle called after images*

Thus someone with a. red, square .iter in <-g», ic said to ©or. to see a real red,

4uare object, except th t of coui e no . uch object i present. If it 1 *. ,!ced how

he co: ,««s to eeeu to see such an object, then an explanation can be given in tea 6f

hi having stared at just uch an object previously, or at least at some such object*

This, of course, is not part of the meaning of 'I see an after iioage» * but it does

explain why he seeras to cee a red square object.

I do not believe tfe t this the i can be finally refuted, in th;t it is quite

defensible as far a; it goes* It difficulty is that it give too restricted an

account of after images - it cannot account for all of the elements of what re call

seeing an fter image. uppose I ask someone to stare for a time at a bright light,
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and then look away, and he does so, and then I ask him to look at a blank spot on

the wall. Suppose now, I ask him if he noticed if the light bulb had a round

filament, or a square one, and he answers that he did not notice, or that if he did,

he has forgotten. What then are we to say, if on looking at the blank spot on the

wall, he says 'I see an after image - it is round and has a square part in the

centre?' What if he can even count the number of segments which make up the filament

of the bulb? Or again, we may show someone a square of coloured paper, with a series

of numbers in contrasting colours painted on it. We follow/ the same procedure as

before, and discover that our subject can do what he calls reading off the numbers

from his after image, even though he had forgotten them on seeing them before.

It seems that someone with an after image is informed of how the world looks,

in much the same way he is provided with information by seeing something - he perceives

colour, shape, and so on, and this corresponds, often exactly, with the colour or shape

of the object at which he was earlier looking. It is indeed, almost as if he sees

it again, in that he can tell us things about its appearance which he failed to notice

when he first looked at the object.

I think this informative contact provides grounds for rejecting a thesis which

represents seeing an after image as something like seeing, except that nothing is

actually seen. It seems implausible to say of someone with an after image who tells

us things about the appearance of the light bulb, and claims to have perceived them,

that he only seemed to see these things. Indeed we might say of someone with a

hallucination, that he seemed to see things, where we are suggesting by our use of

'seemed to see,' that of course he did not actually see or perceive anything. But
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if we are to say of so. eoce with an after image, that he sees nothing at all, that

no perception is involved, then how are we to account for the informctive content

of after images?

Thus while it may well be true of hallucinations th t we only seem to see real

object , and really see nothing at all, after iia gor -©em quite * different atter.

It see a to the people eeing then, as if they xeally are weeing o: -athing, and

their reports ..eo , to confirm this, in that they can tell us of feature: of the

object concerned - the light bulb or coloured .care, which they could not re.se. -bar,

or perhap . did not even notice before.Another important difference in the ca e of

after images, i . th .t their conceptual fra ework restrict: the use of *after image*

to circumstances in -which we have ju. t . eea a real object. Thus there ia a ready

made link with the world around us, should we wi h to -©present after images as some

form of perception, which does not exi; t in the case of hallucin tion.

We are not just arguing here, that someone with m after image can make deductive

inferences about how the world must look, in the way that someone who sees a mirage

- that is, seems to see a palm tree when there is nothing the re at all, - may infer

that the air is being trade to behave in an unu uai way by its being over-heated. We

are arguing that someone with an after image does not infer from it that the light

bulb has a coil with ix eegnenta, instead he actually sees or perceives the segments.

He may have to infer that what he sees really is true - he may or may not believe it,

but nevertheless he sees or perceives something. The dual! t immediately say it is

an image, which he sees, but fee have rejected thi. approach, and consequently need

to provide a., altera tive.
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Thus I think we m t reject the •seems to see' analyst because I believe it

to be inadequate to account for the perceptual nature of after linage3, We want to
to

say th.it the person v. it;. an after i age doe uot juct nee -^.ee . c . ethingj in tend
lie actually does perceive conething. Only thus can the full nature of after Images

be brought out, rwl u tice done to the s trong belief that there is something there

which we see, and similarly only thu can we clai to have taken note of the conceptual

limitations on tlie use of •after image1 which ae we pointed out .>t the start, resemble

those on the use of •nee.'

But what is seen - certainly not an .fter image - or ol e we are back t the

naive position. And not a oeening object either, for this is no better. And how

c ai we ouy Anything i seen, when the eyes may bo clc ed and yet an after image

perceived? Well let us make it clear tliat we do not oe fter im gee - we may take

this to be conclusively demonstrated. Yet we are foiced to take some notice of

common us ige, -and to account for the sorts of an v err people with «~fter images can

give which lead us to suppose that they are in some way able to perceive objects

like light bulb and coloured ; quare •

Let us take the ca of glimpsing as an analogy. It in a perfectly good use

of tlie torn, to say (I glimpsed the hou e,' by ihich i meant, •! saw the house

briefly. • V.e cai al o say '1 caught a gXirpe of the house' which means exactly

the same. We may even say 'I saw a glimpse °f the hou e' as long ao this i only

an elaboration on the other usages, and is not intended to suggs t th t there is

anything called a glimpse, which I saw, as well a the houses. Glimpses then, are

brief looks, and to avoid any dualist confusions, it is better to say, glimpoing is
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looking briefly. But there ic nothing called a glimpse which is seen • when we

tali: in this way we are really only indulging in some relatively harmless ixing of

concepts, which everyone understand a; ju t that.

Now let uo return to after ira gea. I suggest that 'I see an after image' is

nalogou to the c nfu ed, 'I see a glinp e, * and i: permissable only in so far as

no one really imagine that there 1 anything called an after image vhioh is seen.

But now, the important question, what is, in the case of after images, analogous to

♦I gli/ psed the house. ' I am forced to concede th t such i the extent of the

confu ion over after images, that the correct - that is unconfu ed form, has never

been produced. Thus we are left vith the choice cf continuing to uoe 'sec,' or

introducing a new terra# I prefer the latter, becau; o ts we shall see presently,

tlieee a..e good reasons for not adopting ' see.'

The terra which I sugges t we make use of is 'after imaging#' where this is

analogous to •glimpsing,' arid thus instead of 'I pee a red afte- image,' we would

be better off saying 'I after image a red object.' The claim we ire s.iaking then#

is that after Imaging is a form of perception# where what is perceived is the object

which the conceptual framework of 'after image' requires u. to have been looking at

previously. We shall no longer say 'I see a red quure after image* but instead 'I

after image a red square object,• where the object will be whatever it was, we were

lookii\ at earlier. This analysie ould immediately collapse if no uch object were

identifiable, but as we pointed out at the beginning of the chapter, we may only use

•after image' in precisely those circumstance when such an object is available.

It will remain per legible to talk of after image , as we dc of glimpses, but
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in the interests of avoiding the widespread confusion which tills usage has created,

it might be better to suspend it, at least until everyone realises what i going on

when we see an after image.

But now, when I claiJto see a hcu e, tills claim is refuted if no house is present
which I could have seen, yet we frequently after image object which are no longer

present. hen I after image the light bulb, erhupo it exploded just iftar I looked

away fro .1 it, yet this does not affect claims to after image it. However this objection

is not as difficult to meet aa it seems. Often we grant claims to see object:; which

are no longer pre exit, or are no longer a they were. It akes no di; ferenoe to the

claim to see a star, that it may no longer exist. That the light rays from it took

thousand of years to get here, is a cientlfic fret which does not affect the meaning

of •see.* It is a perfectly good use of ♦see,» to say we can see objects which no

longer exist, and consequently there is no reason to jibe at the tit.# 1 tp e of after

imaging.

But then it may be replied that even though in the case of the distant tar,

the possibility exists that it no longer e its light, perhaps has even exploded,

nevertheless at the moment when we claim to ee it, light is ju t arriving from it,

ar;d in the c ..be of after imaging, light has (long) ceased to reach us from the light
bulb. However again the ease sort of answer is available, then light reached the

eye, it take a finite time to react with the call of the retina, and for the electric

impulses thu created to reach the brain. This time lapse does not affect the use

of 'see,' and there is no reason why it should affect the ue of 'after imaging.♦

Ifor need we make our point with refe ence only to seeing. We are often prepared
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to grant the claim th t we smell the cheaeelon,; after it has boon laid to rest,

and again it is a scientific discovery in no way affecting the meaning of •smell,'

that email particles of cheese remain in the air after the oheeoe has been bodily

re oved, We do not ssaell these small particles - what we smell is the cheese, just

as wiiat we see arc trees and houses, though the scientific explanation in term of

light rays and m on. But we do not set? photons- we see trees and hou es.

But then it may be objected that when I want to atop seeing the light bulb,

I close my eyes but that when I after iiaage it, there is nothing I can do to *switch

it off,* However this only shows that after imaging is not quite like seeing, and

not that it is not a fossa of perception, When I put the le :o» juice in my mouth,

or hold tiie oheese. to my ose, I continue to taste and mell for a time, and can, do

nothing to switch it off, Co thi is no problem for after imaging in particular,

What then of the objection th .t when I after image a blue spot, in fact when

we looked at it, it looked yellow. How can we explain the discrepancy between how

(something looks, and how we after image it? For we want to ay th t we after image

the same sorts of property - colour and shape - that we see, and not, of course

properties like smell mid sound, since we are trying to account for people's reports,

which are in terras of 'I see a red after image' aid so on. However there is no reel

problem here either, Often when 1 see hill© in the distance they look purple, when

in fact they are really green or brown, similarly the spot which I after image blue,

in f ct look© yellow to normal sight. This 1 ju t a fact about after imaging, that

th ugs appear different than they lock. Conceivable if we relied on after imaging,

we might say that the spot which looked yellow wan really blue because that in how
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it appears when we after image it. However to allow for the disorepanoy between

seeing mid after imaging, and to acknowledge the gre ater reliability of seeing, we

can say 'I after image the spot as blue' rather tb t 'I after image a blue spot.'

A i ore erioue objection runs as follows. If after imaging is different from

seeing - as it must be, for we can do it with closed eyes, after the object has-

been re. oved, and so forth - then how can we use words like 'yellow' 'round' and so

on to describe what we after image? The answer, I think, must be that after imaging

a yellow spot is like seeing a yellow spot, except for the time lags, lack of cla.ity,

and so on. Certainly we are not suggesting that 'yellow,' 'blue' and o on apply to

some private, inner, mental image. They Apply to publicly ob; ervable object. , and

we know how to verify uses of them. 'Yellow' and 'blue* mean just what they always

meant, when used in after imaging. o perhaps the que tlon is, 'what does after

imaging mean?' To which we muot ju t reply - after ira ging ir like neelng, except

that there are time lags, we are not able to give uch precis© de criptions, and so

on.

If it is thought implausible that after imaging should be like seeing, we can

point out that some of the other senses resemble each other - people are constantly

mistaking what they taste for what in fact they .-*11, ifc requiring the advent of a

heavy cold to bring the error to light. Also people can indulge in the ©a; e sorts

of activities when they after image, w when tiiey are seeing. They can disagree

about the colour of the object, they after iin ige, thoy can even tare for a time at

it in order to .iftor image it ore clearly or to settle a di pute. Of course it is

unlinely that they would do ny of these tilings, but in principle it is poo ible,
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when, if after images are represented as mental imagea, uch actions would not even

be intelligible. Also the colour convex* ion charts produced by psychologists now

make sense, when before they did not* They tell us that a spot which look yellow

to eyesight, will look blue to aft©., imaging* But if they are to represent the

colours of pbenooenologioal entities, then they ax© worn© than useless*

There is a tendency, on hearing thi- analysis, to retort - yes, but whit in it

that is blue when I have an after image, if it is net the after imige, and it is

not the original spot, which was yellow? The answer of course is that what is blue

is the spot - or at any rate there is the spot appearing blue* Of course it is not

actually blue. Neither are the hills actually purple, and yet if we ask of them,

•what is it that is purple when the hills are actually green?' we can only reply -

♦it is just the Mile appearing to be purple* * To ask this question of after imaging

is to have missed the point of the analysis* We are resolved to do aw.ay with something

that is blue when the real spot 1 yellow, which something was invariably identified

as a mental .image* All there is, is the real spot, and nothing elce*

cientifically, our- claims will be readily granted, for there is plenty of

empirical data to suggest that something goes on when we report fter images* like

what goes on when we see real objects* This cannot be taken as evidence in favour

of our analysis rather than perhaps the 'seeming to see' analys is* But at least

there is this scientific basis, shoudl we wish to verify at that level,A the claim that
perception is involved. At lcaot the empirical data howe that »e may be correct,

though it cannot show if indeed we are correct* We may note, that of the original

scientific analysis we considered, we may say that what was investigated was not
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whether an after Image wa a. bright as a small point of light, but whether the

object after imaged, .ppeared as bright the all point of light# Thi is tin

intelligible enquiry, while as originally conceptualised, it was not#

As we have said, thi analysis relies on the original conceptual framework of

after image terminology whioh only permits the use cf 'after image* in circumstances

where we have previously been looking at an object of a certain sort, .hie explains

why we are not suggesting a similar analysis for such phenomena as hallucination*

he will not say of the person with a hallucination, who seem to see pink elephants,

that he hallucinates real pink elephants, because there are no ground for suppo ing

that anything like perceiving goes on. In effect, you con visualise or hallucinate

pink elephants, without the~e -eing any real pin'k elephant involved atall.

It?
Of course the presence of suitable object on which the ba e a claim to pe ceive,

is not in itself a reason for m .ying we perceive. It i only a necessary condition

of such an analysis, fhe reason for our- claim that people aft®-: i:nage real o jects,

i. that this is the only analy is of all those vo ha* con lderod, which avoids

conceptual errors, and which adequately accountc for what people believe to e true

and for the abilities they possess. In effect, we a.e resolved to reai t at all

costs an analysis Involving mental images or seeming objects, and of the alternatives

neither a aloolm type analysis, nor the pain analogy or 'seering* to see' analyses,

are ablp to offer air adequate account of after images. In the circumstances then,

it is argued that we h <ve no choice but to adopt t @ only re Kilning analysis which

offers a full aooount Cf everything we wish to say of after images, even if it requires

a degree of tor inological innovation.
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ChAPT... Til EE.

The lor,; of mental Imagery which I want to diroues in ti.in chapter, derives

from a prejudice about the nature of eeing. It lias been chri tened 'Iconic Imagery, •

and unlike vi.utilising and after i aging, which are activities v.ith which we are all

acquainted, this form of imagery ha been evc.ed a part of a technic »1 account of

certain phenomena connected v.ith . ight. The te.tn 'Iconic Iia-gea1 i that given by

Ulric ilei -ser, a research psychologist, to the image, vhich he believes txke a part

in a particular for., of 01 ort tea® ozy, which I shall discuss pre ently. This

form of imagery i .1,0 believed to lay a ignificant pa. t in cur perception by

ight, of the wo .id, by -another research psychologist - George peeling. e shall

consider the account offered by both .en, in that they offer the opportunity to

put into practise, the philosophical principle which ve have vo.ked out in the first

two chapters. Let us look fir t at heisser's account.

Experiment, by , per ling, and by two o titer psychologists, Averbaoh and Coriell,

Itave shown coriciurively, that our ability to recall the content of .1 li t of letter

ox numbers, a short time a.tex -. eeing them briefly, is limited to a recollection of

four Oj. five letter., or numbers, specifically, so: eone presented with a taclii9tonoope

exposure cf «. table and three row of four letter per row, i s able to xecall only

the letter in Jhe firs t row, a;id perhaps one or two in the eoond, those in the

betters row being lost to him cc ^letely. o far, this i in accordance with the

known limitations on short me oxy.

However il a code i now arranged, whereby if 1 cubcect no rs a high note, he

in to recall the toy row, a medium note the middle ;ow, and a low note the bottom row,

and provided thi note i played within one second oi the di appeal nee of the t able.
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then he is able to ;_ive the letters in my of the three rows. He ca not neoessarily

recall any raore than the four or five of before, but he appears able to choc e which

four or live to recall, and thi after the table ha di appeared, beoau e of course

the sign .1 note i only played after the t bl© of letter is flashed off the ereon.

The function Of the signal then, ia to inform the ubject which row to choo e to

ite&Sin, but it timing ii vital - it occur after the table ha- vanished, and

consequently, it would appear th t the ability of tho 3ubject to choo e which row to

retain caimot be explained by his having any recourse to the table it elf.

It was alu-o di covered th wt whatever accounted for thi a ability to choo- e what

to re;.enbe.was very .short lived. If the ignal note was delayed foe much raore

th n one oecond after the disappearance of the table, then the ub.eet could no longer

respond to it, beyond the normal ability to iecall the fir t four or five letters.

Added to these finding were the report of the subjects the elves, who behaved,

when the ignul was played within the one second time limit, a© if they could still

ee the table, bperling reportsi •In f ct naive ub^'ects typically believe that the

physical -s-tiwiuiuE fades out slowly' (Human Factors, Volume 5» Number 1.) Neiseer

gives t e following account of tiic-.e di coverie md hov they are to be interpreted.

•The problem would ue resolved however if the vi ual input wee somehow preserved

for some ti.,e, even .fte» the stimulus it elf ■ a> over. Happily thi • turns out to

be the e se. Cur knowledge of thi brief but c ucial form of visual perception owes

much to the recent a d e inal experiment of Spe ling, arid Averbach ind Coriell.

Their work leave, no doubt that the subject can continue to 'read* information in

vl.oral form, even after a tuchietoscope exposure is over. This kind of tran lent

iaei -ory is in a en» e the fir-t vi ual cognitive process. •
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'It seessa eortain then th t the visual input can be briefly stored in some ;odium

which ie subject to ve».y rapid decay. Before it haa decayed, information can be

re d from this ediui jiu t a? if the titoulu were still ctive. e can be equally

certain th t thi. rtorage is in Some en e a visual image.'

♦The subject, aay they have looked at something nd it needs a name —— • I

will c JLl it 'the icon,' or 'iconic ne ory. * 'fperling's data .ugge t about one

econd' delay before the icon apparently bee ne too unclear to be of aiy u g.' 'The

icon re..tains legible fox a long a five seconds if the p . t exposure field is dark,

but le a than a second if it i relatively bright.' (Ulric oi: ser. 'Cognitive

Psychology' Pages 16 - 20.)

o it seem:; that f-eir-cer wants to recount for the experimental evidence, by

reference to a rapidly f -ding image or representation of the stimulus, at which we

a.a permitted but a brief glance, in order to re ind ou elvea of hov, the original

looked*

Thi. _;hort term me ory faculty is thus based c:G on a form of perception than

recall, in wixich inform ttion i delved from i pictorial repre eat >.tion §£ the

. ti/iUius, which lepre: entatioii Neisser call an 'icon. • ei sex is not toe clear

on the mechanics of thi. operation, but it eo that what i envi a^ed, is that

while we are eeing thing , the i a constant trea of input from the eye to the

brain, and that when we ce .se to be confronted with the ob, ect seen, thi input

persist or is preserved for - brief tine, in th brain or optic nerve. While the

input persists, it give rise to a erie of images which axe pictorial in nature,

or in tead actually consists in a erie of uch image - Kei er does not ay which,
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and it is these ira .ge. v liieh ;tre the icons of •iconic eory. • It if? a if, when
w£-

the real stimulus which,were seeing is removed, the vi ual system is ready with a

stand-by in the form of series of image - exact re lie as of the objects seen,

which we see instead.

Nov. what is indisputable in thi whole matter, is that people do, under the

conditions described, display an increased - perhaps we should call it different -

me. ory ability, in that they can answer question which normally the,, could not

anuv,o_. i.ei aer goes further, nd also take, it a beyond dispute, that thi ability

cannot be accounted for by the subjects h ving had acce to the real atimulu , becau e

tin experiment is <ie igned to prevent thi .

Given the a uuptlon, : i ser can go on to a-.k in effect - 'what i it th t the

ub„eotj are seeing when they cannot be .eeing a real object?*, and an v;e. it with

•an image' But now, need we allow this move to be »de? Let tte look further at its

implications.

V.e havv argued that there is a problem to be resolved - the increased erory

ability of the ,ubwects, aiid Neisser's an wer is that since the subject cannot be

seeing a real ob ect, then they must be seeing .in iraage. Now what can thi >e oi?

Hei".ser ray. that this proces - the perception of these images, is in a sen-e 'the

fir. t vi ual cognitive prcce a. • But now this eugge t that the preoption of images

oi real object i in some way ba ic to all peace, tion. That is to say, not only do

iisage attend a few i oiated ets of circular tancee, like toe in th expeii out',

but in fact images attend all ca es of vi ual perception.

how thi: is not neoe a ily ab urd, but it doe con titute a fairly radio 1
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account of perception. To say that what we ee, are not real objectbut images of

them, wiiich io what Heisser seems to suggest, is to maintain, with Locke, that there

is a complete dichotomy between real object., and idea 01 images of the i, which ldket

arejall we perceive. In fact, Locke denied that these ideas re. e bled in any way,

the secondary qualitie of objects which give rise to the-e ideas in us, while Neisser

neither asserts or denies such a resemblance, but merely a urae it. However the

matter is not as simple as that.

If all we ever ee or perceive, are image of objects, and never actually the

objects theusilve , then we can no longer clain to be directly aware of how the vorld

is, by perception, hut more then this, we cannot even claim to know indirectly, how

the world is, since our entire knowledge of it, to the extent which e perceive the

world, is knowledge of how images look, and not real object-; • How we ight argue

that we could infer from the image of the desk which we see, that there is in the

world, just such an object - that in othervordr our im geresemble the object- of

which they are images. But how i uch a resemblance to be tested, how i it to be

found accurate ox inacour te, if we c <n never directly perceive ore of the set of

objects with which the resemblance is being asserted? At best, we can only infer

that images resemble real objects, and on what grounds could such an inference rest -

what would count ar evidence for or against it?

Hor i Locke in any tronger a position in denying the resemblance of ideas to

the qualities of real objects. For ju t as there is no conceivable way in wiiich

evidence can be found to support the claim that image;: resemble objects, so none

can be found lo su. port the contradictory claim that ideas do not bear a resemblance

to the qualities of object..
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However, not only would thi; interpretation of Kei ser involve him in a fairly

radical account of perception, but indeed suoh an account would be of no value to

him# Tiie problem he face , is to account for the increased memory ability of ettbject .

However if all perception now becomes perception of image.*, then it i evident that

in order to account for this unutua.1 ability, it i of no avail to re ort to on

explanation in tern of perception of images, since these a e now considered to be

the u ual objects of perception# If anything, we sould require to re ort to in

account in term- of images of images# Where the naive subject imagines th -t hie

imago f ides lowly fx© sight, we hall explain thi belief by aying that in fact

ho i really seeing an image of an image#

The wholi pu-po e of heis or's account, which is to explain what we ee when

we eaiuiot be seeing real objects, by introducing images as object of perception, i.v

destroyed if we then proceed to in t ill im ge a the noxial objects of perception#

If we do this, we leave the way open for an infinite regre from image , to Imagea

of iiougew, to images of im igec of images#

Thu. perhaps we houid offer hei. :er the benefit of the doubt as regard the

interpret .tie., of hi at .to: v;>nt about the perception of imager being the first visual

cognitive process# The que tion then becomes one of avoiding a complete dichotomy

of internal and external, nile still e bodying in the re.ultant account, the crux

of del ser's thesis, which ig that hort iexw me ory depend on the perception of

images# Perhaps a pos JLble altorn .tive to a strict line of demarcation, i a process

of altern ation which allow th t v.e tee both images of object , and real objects,

o let a.1) ex >.< ine the pou ibiiity#
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1® presume now, that the proper account of the experimentnil data, ia that when

a stimulus confront; our eyes, then this is what we r:ee, all right, and not ,ju t an

inage of it. Hcweve once the stimulus i re oved, then indeed ve do ao an image

of it, which image is called an icon. But now, h aving established tJii- as Keiseer's

position, what i' to be under tood by saying we eo an image, having established that

this is in some way different fro the sort of thing we normally c ill seeing? Up till

now, it has re. ained open that it right be tho case that when Keieaer opoak. of seeing

an image, he ia only indulging in a variety of figurative peoeh, 'and that he intend

precisely what i , normally intended by norrsal perception language. The operation of

thtjeye i to throw an imago onto the light-sensitive retina behind the len , and a
few psychologist tend to slip into the error of speaking if thi image i what

i een. It was pos ible that Leisser was committing uoh an error. However we have

seen that liis account i destroyed if we represent ecing images as the normal proce

of perception. Con equently lieisser i committed to implying, by his reference to

eeing im .c ;, o tething quite di ferent th.m what goes on when we Siee uor ally,

he must attempt to discover what this could be.

It ia ce, tain th t either the im ge i a hyicil image or omental one. Let

us u;Jc if it could be a physical image. If thi i the case, then there eem to

be two possibilities, hither we mean by *physical image,' the sort of thing that

a photograph or 'Identikit1 picture is, or we e.in to refer to the input fro:;; the eye

to brain, In tlie for;:; of electric irapul eo and ohemio.il reactions. If the former

is wiiat is intended, then they would be discovered - or could be discovered, by

neurologists a d eye-surgeons, and none uoh have been di covered. 11 o it is not

clear how, even if there images did exi t, they would in my way be available to lie
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perceived. The (suggestion that television sets nu t soon be blocked up with dead

cowboys and American Ma inea, would achieve a fair degr©< of reality in such a

situation.

To v.e shall assume that by 'phy ical images' is intended some sort of reference

to the input from eye to brain, which occur when, and for a short time after, e

see things. But now, how will thi. resolve Nel.ser'r problem of accounting for hort

term memory? While it say indeed be true that the'-e injiut; persist for . time after

the original etimulu is withdrawn, thu explaining how we come to see something,

yet they can liardly be offered as sub.titute for the timulu - as the ort of thing

we see. V.o would want to ay that activities like electric impulses and che. deal

.eaotione occur at a different conceptual level from .'activities like eeing, which

latter are activities which people do - which we do, md not which eyes or brains

can be -.aid to do^without, as Ghurohill pdt it, some risk of tor .inologic d inexactitude.

To suggest that these electro-che. leal reaction con titute '.,hat we ee, and not

.,u t how we _;ee, io to suggest that seeing is an activity of the eye or brain, nd

while it '.ray be acceptable t the level of •Header Digest' articles on the working

oi the human body, to talk about the eyes seeing thing , it will hardly do to elevate

this ■ ort of metaphoric 1 language to the level of a philo ophical theory. It is

as if tiieae ehe ic d reactions were t< the eye or brain, what real object are to

us, we were busily engaged, at some conceptually different level, in watching an

action replay of the last few second, of viewing which took place t the original

conceptual level. And ev n if thi were possible, yet it could hardly account for

our increased memory ability, •ince there is no reason to tuppore that what goes on

at one conceptu I level, i relevant or informative in the required < anner, to what
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goes on at a different level, &ven if the flowing of electric l puleee through the

optic nerve doe , occasion one sort of inner film how, still there i no rear.on to

euxjpos;e tliat ach a di covery offered the eolation to the problen in hand of what it

i that people see wiiioh enables them to give answers whioh they could not otherwise

have given,

■At it seems we mui t abandon thi first poo.- ibility - that icons are physical

Imogen, aid try the econd alternative - that instead they are really r ental images.

But let u not leave t Is fir t possibility without malting it ole .ir th t it may well

oe tiie c we that Heieser has got something right. It ir quite possible that an

account of how the ,Ab, ects o tw wh atever tney aw, will be in te of visual input

which in stored, or persists, for a tine after the stimulus vanishes. The ml take

is to upiiose that this input i© whit is seen, because till a is a category ni take -

it eUi.^estv. that visual inp a in the for: of electric impulses- i somehow vi ual in

the way th i a display of colourful ob. oct;: may be eaid to be a visual display, Reisser

isjquite possibly correct to say 'It ear certain then that visual input can be
briefly stored in one i drum which i ubvect to very rapid decay,' (Op, cit,) But

it i a category mistake, when talking about storage at this conceptual level - ie

oxuin processes, to go or to ay 'Before it ha., decayed, information con be read from

this medium just as if the tinulus were still active,' The stimulus is the sort of

thing we oan read information from, but not the odium in which brain processes a e

tored, with thic re o^v ition then, let vis proceed.

The suggestion now is that the increased memory ability of the • ub ect "■ in

the experiment, is to be accounted for in terms of their having eon a aerie:.- of

mental images wuich res e ttle the original stimulus. Presumably, what ir now being
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suggested, is th t for p rt of the time when v»e ire perceiving, what we see axe real

objects* However in a few i elated cases, what we really see axe mental images of

tnese objects. When the signal tone i played to the ub, ect within one econd of

the stimulus disappea ing, they ate enabled to give their answers, by a .jental image

coming into being which uffioiently eaeable the original tiuulu •, to provide then

with ui alternative source of information.

But now, before we go on to dicuoc this account, it nay be felt th.t we are

tailing unreasonable pains to deal with a fairly in ignifioant phenomenon, hven

if the account we are examining is philo ophioally confused, -till, the implications

for a theory of perception axe net fcery great - it is, after all, conceded that in

the great majority of case . , what we cee a e not ira .c;os, mental or physical, but

real objects, co it may be a. t o ite at this point, to interupt our di cu eion in

order to introduce the econd of our two thesi - that given by George Sperling, in

his article on visual information storage (Human Factor Volume 5 Number 1.)

uperling, in his account of the experiments which reiser refers to, in struck

by the possibility of extending the iconic imagery explanation of short torn memory,

to a much more widespread phenomenon, r.hen we look at an object, apart fro.-, the many

intentional eye move ents which we stake, there are also many small and rapid movement

made independently o automatically, by the eye.?, which move ente axe c died 'saocad .'

hether we axe watching a roving object or a stationary one, the eye make constant

minute jerky movements between fixation point • While i notion of thii ort, the

eyes fire unable to take in any information. Sperling notes *—— the eye moves in

accado and taker in info .vaation only during the fixation pause between the eacoads.

A; there axe several fixations per seoond, the eye codes information fro 1 the
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environment into a r pid equenoe of still pictures.* (Cp. oit.)

However depite these jerky aid conot nt movements of the eye , our vi.ion

is smooth and unbroken. Despite he fact that during these accad no information

is taken in by the eyes, we do not experience blank pot:, in our vision, Thu, there

appear.. to be a problem of how we c n see thing without interuption, when our visual

system provider information to tlie brain only in fits and starts, perling gives

the following account,

'It in to pting to s, eeul to on the purpose of vi ual information torage,

bee u e it properties ee;:: o well uited to the require;.enta of a oyster like the

eye, which processes information in temporally diorete chinks, The function of

persistence (The storage aspect of visual inform tion storage - V.I. ,) eeenr to be

to maintain a visual image from one fixation of the oye to the next. The function

of erasure is o permit tiie new lat .go following a oaccad to overwrite the trace of

the previous ono without Interference to it: elf, and al o to erase tlK? blur resulting

during ov ent of the eye. The minimum duration of ator .go that has been recorddd

(4 second.) is s till long enough to preserve the i:.ag between eye-move ent . Thus

V.I.a. acta as a buffer which quiokly attains and holds much information, to per it

its relatively slow utilisation I -to i,V.I.... also ze; -egate.' and isolates f-om each -

other, successive burst, of visual information (e.g. iiaagee.)' 'Tne component of

V.I. ,. can become available to sub equt nt components of the model a e sequence of

itexas through 'scanning' or 'read out' ' (Op. cit.) In a paper Entitled 'Short

term shortage of information in vision'('Information Theory 4th London Symposium,

iy60.,) peeling reports. 'Once it is established that subjects can retain much

stimulus information for a brief time, the question naturally arise t how do they

do it? The title of thi paper suggests that they do it visually, i.e., tiiat they
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can utilise a visual image of the t timulu which persl t for a brief time —•

Subject.: nay, for example, that they en still 'read' the stimulus when the

instruction tone comes eve.al hundred milli ecoad after termination of the timulu •

——- A. good way to shew th t timulu., information can bo retained an a persisting

visual image, is to enow how persis tence depend on the kind of vi ual timulation

fthen the pre- *nd poet- exposure field are da.k, a le;jibie imag of the timulu;

p rsiet-.i for longer than two second ——•'

Thuj Sperling in saying that it is the purpose of iconic imagery - V.I. . as

he call:, it, to act as a etop-gap during those period when the eye is temporarily

out of action. During these period. , which occur every fraction of a ecor.d, what

we an seeing is not the real object, but in-toad a 'legible image*' Images then

have been elevated to a ocition of extre e importance in our theory of perception

- without them, our perception of the world would be ay jerky as an old fashioned

silent film.

Bow as before, it seems probable that Sperling nay ave got part of the way

to some truths;, iie adduces no physiologic 1 or neurological evidence in support

of hi:., claims, but we may suppc e that it may well turn out to be true, that the

mechanism which prevent our virion being jerky is sorae sort of neurologioal storage

mechanism. But this: is not what we are old - peeling argues not that V.I.C. is how

we core to see smoothly, but that, it is what we see, when we re not seeing real

objeot . e are entitled to ay tiii , both bee use of the nature of Sperling* claims

- he talks about 'legible images,' and *>y el- ©where that theee imageo can be canned

horizontally and vertically, and becau e of th© nature of perling's evidence. This

1 ,tter i al o t entirely ade up of ub, ectsJ report , fro . which he deduce that the
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subjects, since they cannot be seeing i"eul object , must be seeing images. He

adduces no evidence at all of a neurologic -.1 or physiological nature, which we would

expect tt find, if he wac arguing the existance of sore neurological storage echaniem.

How tiie s,l :o argui tents as before will serve to demonstrate tint the Images to

vhich perling refers cannot be physical images. Thi-: would bo to ooiarait the category

lotske of elevating to the level of what we see, elements of the echani m whereby

we are enabled to ee. kuch physical processes may indeed occur- - t ougfr we have

ob erved the lack of the sort of evidence which we would expect to eo adduced in

favour of tlieir exi tauce, but if we accept -the prewd e that we only nee things which

confront our t tionary eyes, then the problem still remains of how to account for

the s- oothnes of our vision. Thu we are face ith the only remaining possibility,

which confronted us in our discussion of Neisner's account, which ia that icons are

mental images, jjxd now there is the added incentive to getting the answer ..ight,

that our concept of ordinary, everyday perception is at stake.

The first point we can ake, is that icons cannot be seen with tiie eyes. The

whole point in invoking them, is to explain what it is which we see, when our eyeB

are taicing in no information. It follows then, t at if icons are to fulfil/ t eir

purpose in life, they cannot be the sort of thing wo see with our eyes. Clearly,

if our eyes focus on icons, just as they do on tables and chairs, then we should

have to cay what it is which we see, when a eaccad prevents us from seeing an icon -

we should require images of icons. Perhaps it i implicit in icons being mental

images, that they cannot be seen with the eyes, but it is a well to point out that

if they could be seen thu , they would not be tiie right ..ort of thing for our analysis.

bo we can establish that we do not ee icon with our eyes. But then, how do
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we see the*?? Perhaps with some &et of inner eyes, but thi: can hardly be called

seeing, .aid ihe que ,tion was, how to account for ou continuing to ee when condition

appealed unfavourable, ad not, how to account for cur doing something el e, when

we oculd not bo seeing* Also, since ental image are, by necessity private and in

principle • ubiicly unobservable, in th.it we will allow nothing to count as eeing

someone else's mental image, does this not r«an that much of what ve had thought were

perception; of extern 1 physical objects, are really perceptions - in a different

sense of the word - of internal mental images? And, ince these images; are such good

likenesses of real object that e o-umot tell the dlfi" rence - we do not, after all,

notice any alteration between eeing one sort of thing and another, it will also

follow that we can never be . sire whether we a..e eoing a real object or a mental

image* This would seem to hav. serious repercussions for the statu." of physical

object referring language, since we can never be sure that we are not do criuing o; <e

Internal and private occurence* It is difficult to ee how the basic standard, on

which physic *1 object referring languxg rests - appeal to com external and publicly

ob. ervable objects, can survive i situation where we have no way of knowing, on

any given occasion, when we are appealing to soot© such ob.'ect, and when to some

mental image of an object*

and anyway, what shied of evidence is there, to support the claim that mental

images are a suitable stand in for phy .ical ob, ects, when it ©eras we cannot be seeing

the latter? perling can argue that mental images just must be a good ub tituto,

beoau::« our vision is in f ct smooth, but thi can hardly be con idored to be

independent proof of tin suitability of image for the cole they have been islgned*

To argue th t - eeing mental images r,iu. t be like seeing real ob,. ect , because otherwise
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our vision would be jerky as it alternated between the two, is ju t to . ay that -ental

images isuat be the sort of tilingv?e want, beoau e otherwise they would not be the
sort of tiling we wanti ;nd how doe it coi.ie about that the e images are o perfeotly

synciironieed with events which occur in the phy ical world - ? mely it is stretching

credibility to suggest th t ust the right image pops up at ,uct the right fraction

of a eeond, to take over from its phytic .1 counterpart, as the eyes move to re-focue.

have heard of images trained to pend their night in danoing, but they were rank

• tmateur. compared with the choreography exhibited by icons.

X think then that we nu t re, ect thi la t possibility - it i extremely

doubtful if is offer any sort of account of the problem in <iueotion, and it is

certainly at least a problem tic a any alternative it may be designed to replace.

Thus we are forced to reach the conclusion that neither Meiasereor "perling has

succeu fully accounted for the respective phenomena which they re concerned with -

in both of these c >• es, a rev.ort to imagery olve no problems aid offers no solution .

What then are we to ay of the phenomena under oonside ation?

Perhap. the fix t thing to . ay, Is that both ©loser and Sperling too re dily

classify what they have been concerned with aa phenomena, or a; requiring an explanation

in terms of the unusual or abnormal. Both as ure that the subject cannot be seeing

real objects, and that it i; therefore apposite to ask what it i instead, which they

can oe seeing. But now, need we grant this initial premise, that the subject cannot

be seeing a real object when, in Reist-er's case, they appear to choose what to retain

after the stimulu. is re oved, aid in pooling's cave, he eye- are in motion and

hen©, are proce sing no inform .tiott?
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I tliink the answer i that we need not a sent to thi premise. Let us take

the two oases Individually, and see whether there are not analogous ituation; where

we would be prepared to grant that we perceived real objects, and aot just images.

If wo take iioisser'o ea: e first, we are faced with a situation where people appear

to see a stimulus for a short tire after it is withdrawn, and It Is as -uiaed that

some out of -he ordin ry expl nation is requi red, because we cannot grant that people

set; things after they have been re moved. But now, why not?

It needs only a little reflection, to think of many instance when we tie

prepared to gr ait that we pe.eeive things, after they no longer exi . t. We h »vc

already noted the case of tar; arid other f ■ off objects, vhich we continue to sees

Oi'ter they may well have oeased to exist. But the .-arte i in principle true of our

perception of neare* objects, which, though they ay not cease to exist in the tiiae

it takes for light to reach us from them, ire till different, if only in minute

degrees, from their state at the moment at which the light et off. What i important

is that, while these scientific f ctors like light ray und neurological components

nay be necessary conditions, without which we eould not ec, nevorthele a they are

not what is meant by * see* * It makes no difference to the meaning of »s;ee, ♦

whether the light rays involved In the mechanics of seeing took longer than usual

to or ive, and it will raa :& no difference, whether the neurological processes which

account for how v/e see, take more or le s time to operate. It i a purely empirical

fact - m accident of n .ture, th.it wh.it we call seeing an object, usually coincides

with itu presence before our eyee, aid there is no rea .on why it hould not be

otherwise. 1 feeing* does not denote o e ort of relationship between eyes, light

rays and physical object - teeing ie quite different fro; these - it occur at a
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different conceptual level - at the level of o ething In which we participate, and

not our eye- and brain,. Consequently the decision 011 whether the people in the

experiment re to be said, to ee the object for a brief tine after it ha vanished,

is a philosophical one, aid not an empirical one.

i;0 if we consider thif. deoi ion .»t the level of a philosophic ,1 one, it becomes

clear that we should be diacu. sing how u eful it is to talk of eeing an ob, ect ftor

it has vani. hed, what precedent if any there are for this.- ort of description, what

the alternatives are, and oO on. If we do thi , it aeens to me that it becor.e pure

prejudice to insist on speaking of seeing only when there iu a phy. icul object before

our eyes. hat, v .- nay ask, of t te c, a ell - do we not per, it the u o of there

concept in situations analogous to that faced by l.'ci-- ex? khy then, not per it a

similar degre cf latitude fo: seeing? Of cour e the degre of latitude i a iter

for much discussion, but in the given eve, where abject continue to report eeing

an object for a brief time after it ha. been removed, and can give answers and perform

tasks wiiioh eug@Bi t that they do indeed till ee the object, I can see no good

reason for denying that the subject continue to ©o the object for a hort time

after it has vanished.

If we go on to consider Sperling's esse, it seems to m that this offers a

reduetio ad abeurdum of the strict view that we should only grant claims to see in

t.ioae o --see where the phy ;icol process©® axe operating at what is considered to be

the optimum 'transmission' level. Seoau. e of thlc unnece sarily restricted concept

of seeing to which we are objecting, we are forced to ay that ;:tuoh of what we had

considered to be genuine perception of physio 1 object , fail, to meet the stand,irdo

required, and in., load, nuoh of our perception is really not perception of phy. leal
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object* at all.

I take -Mo to bo a reductio ad absurdura of the p© liioa wMoh f ivoux imposing

stringent e pirio 1 conditicnc on our Us© of 'sees a physio..il object** But we oould

go further, aid point out tliat all eeing my fail to meet the required conditions,

duo to tin© lage between light raye leaving the object and reaching the eye and

between electrio iropul e boiag set up in the eye, and travelling to the brain, and

oo on# lac we right point out, th.it when light ray; p as through a convex lenc,

each as the lens in our eye, the image which they pro ect onto a surface behind the

lent,, io inverted# Vhu the info-ration peered via the ©ye to the brain, uggeets

a world in wMch ov rything io upside down# Part of the meohaniura whereby we ire

enabled to see, involves interpreting the information by reversing it. Does this

not man tiieu, if we are to be stringent about the relation of what ie reen, to the

physical processes Involved in how we see, that in fact no do not eo the world at

all, but rather an Inverted image of it?

Of course we oould propose a eonpro. if?e, nd deny both th t we see i age , or

that, An the ca@© • considered by Neiuser rid Spelling, we see 'real objects. Instead

we might xicrhaps t.l!. of seening o see# But now, •seeming to see* ha.; a ur-e already

- to indicate that we are uncertain, or that something like seeing is going on. Bat

when I perceive an object nor.ally, I m neither uncertain a" to its pre .enoe, nor

aware that I an not actually seeing it, when ray eye a.© in motion, and hence out

of cticn. . o how could I ever le acn this usage, nd what practical value could it

have?

There just : ee. to be no good reason for us to restrict the use of 'see© an
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object, * to those circumstance.: in which oueone 1 at that instant confronted by the

object, be havo argued that wo do not seek to adopt tld .-trict interpret tion in

tiie con-.ext of other fom: of perception) th t the:e -ae .".any in.,tanoo-.; where we do

not oven cudee this distinction, in the context of seeing - for instance -t -x. , and

other distant object j and that if wo did adopt such a strict interpretation, then

it i; not clear how wo could dr.us the lis.® short of the absurd conclusion that wo

can never see anything it all, bee tuee time lag:- are involved in 11 ouaec of -teeing.

Thus our conclusion is th t the experimental condition:; described by bei-.eer and

pe. ling, do not conform to one of the ba.de ao u ;ption- of the re: oarehero, that the

abilities of the subjects could not be explained by their eoing an object at the tire

when the signal tone was played. There is . unt c good reason to suppose that we

cannot see something for ... brief period afte • it ha- been removed « (how brief a

period i. a imtter for- further di ;cucaion) or to suppose that we do not see things

for those brief pericd- when our- eyes are in ; totiou, and there are a rat ber of good

reasons to suppose that v;e do see objects under the. e conditions. Hei aer and perling

are led oetray by a prejudice in favou of identifying eeing an object, with tlie

g. pirlciil .eoiianicac whereby we are enabled to ceo, and by supposing tisat "seeing*

somehow refers to the series of Interactions which constitute the working of the

visual oyctoM. In doing this latter, they are involved in the c .tegory mist- &e of

predicating qualities of element; of ono coneptual level, which are p.ropetly attributed

to elements of a different conceptual level. Consequently I would suggest that the

supposedly naive view of so.*:® subjects, that the physic >1 -tinulur* faded out .-.lowly,

ic not quite aa silly as it wac thought to be, :»d while it ...ay be ijsithe,- pos ible

nor desirable to ec. pietelydivorco seeing from its physiological surroundingc, yet
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I doubt if it will help our understanding of tine concept of seeing to place ntuch

i: portano- on the.iC surroundings either*
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